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It is with great joy that I welcome you today to the 7th Annual Wine & Run for the Roses. It is sure to be an 
incredible day of friendship, Run for the Roses Derby, and support for the arts. As the largest fundraising event 
for the Muscarelle Museum of Art Foundation, it is a reminder of the invaluable role our patrons’ generous 
support plays in the continued growth and accomplishments of the Museum. 

An event like Wine & Run for the Roses is also the perfect time to look back on our success in the past year. 
The Muscarelle continues to increase its local, national and international presence with its most recent 
blockbuster exhibition, Botticelli and the Search for the Divine: Florentine Painting between the Medici and 
the Bonfires of the Vanities. The exhibition drew tens of thousands of visitors from across the country to 
Williamsburg introducing them to the hand and mind of Sandro Botticelli, with emphasis on his lifelong effort 
to make visible the invisible beauty of the Divine. 

The exhibition includes a selection of almost 30 Renaissance paintings by Sandro Botticelli, Fra Filippo 
Lippi, Antonio Pollaiuolo and Filippino Lippi allowing patrons to explore the long and troubled career of 
Sandro Botticelli in three distinct sections. The Muscarelle found itself appearing in countless national and 
international publications such as the Wall Street Journal and Business Wire. Artnet News’ feature on the 
exhibition quoted Renato Miracco, who declared our exhibition “the largest and most important exhibition of its 
type ever organized in the United States.”  In February, the Museum welcomed students for a gala event, which 
saw 900 students engage with these masterpieces in one brief evening. 

Accomplishments of the year were not limited to Botticelli and the Search for the Divine. The Museum is 
currently displaying work from our permanent collection as part of The Art and Science of Connoisseurship. 
The exhibition included works attributed to Agnolo Bronzino, Annibale Caracci, Guido Reni, Peter Paul Rubens, 
Peter Lehy, and Paul Cézanne. In addition to these recent acquisitions, there are two current exhibitions that 
show the intersection of scholarship and history: A Deed Well Done: Thomas Jefferson’s 1783 Honorary Degree 
and Written in Confidence: The Unpublished Letters of James Monroe. 

The Muscarelle continues to serve as a laboratory for experiential learning with our prestigious student 
internship program that prepares students for careers in museum work and nonprofit management and fosters 
academic pursuits in the arts. For our community, we are especially proud of our collaboration with the Greater 
Williamsburg Women’s Association in our kids Summer Arts Experience. 

Our success is a reflection of the initiative, time, and passion of our many supporters with whom we owe many 
thanks. In particular, I would like to thank the members of our Events Committee, Wine Committee, Muscarelle 
Museum of Art Foundation Board of Trustees, and the Museum staff. Their 
unwavering dedication ensures the continued success of Wine & Run for the 
Roses wine auction event. We look forward to seeing you again next year 
for more celebration and a Run for the Roses. In the meantime, we hope 
you will join us for the countless exhibitions, lectures, and events that your 
generosity makes possible.

Best wishes,
Aaron De Groft, Ph.D.
Director & CEO
Muscarelle Museum of Art
Muscarelle Museum of Art Foundation
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DISCOVER greatness

The mission of the Medical College of Virginia Foundation is to inspire and  
steward philanthropic resources for our MCV Campus partners at VCU Health. 

Learn more by visiting www.mcvfoundation.org

THE MCV CAMPUS  celebrates a legacy of world-class 

patient care, research and education available right here 

in our community. Every day at VCU Health, physicians 

like Dr. Kenneth Ellenbogen exemplify the life-changing 

work made possible by an equally rich tradition of 

transformational philanthropic support.  

Discover your great place in  
the VCU Health community.

is Pauley Heart Center’s Chairman of the Division of 

Cardiology and Director of Clinical Cardiac Electrophysiology 

and Pacing on the MCV Campus and at McGuire Veterans 

Administration Medical Center. He has held the Hermes A. 

Kontos, M.D., Professorship in Cardiology since 2001.

Kenneth Ellenbogen, M.D. 
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We would like to thank our corporate sponsors for making this a truly unique event.

PRESENTED BY

    VINTNER DINNER SPONSOR                                         PADDLE SPONSOR                                   AUCTIONEER SPONSOR

GRANDS CRU PREMIER CRU

RESERVE CELLAR CIRCLE

 

ESG International 
Professional and Technical Staffing 
“You Need Experts—Not Overhead” 

Supporting the Greater Williamsburg  
Community since 1983 

Williamsburg, New Orleans, Tampa, Dallas, Reno 
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THE MUSCARELLE MUSEUM OF ART
PRESENTS THE 7TH ANNUAL

Wine & Run for the Roses

A Charity Wine Auction and Derby to Benefit
the Muscarelle Museum of Art Foundation

Presented by MCV Foundation & VCU Health

On the lawn of the Museum at 
The College of William & Mary

in the heart of Colonial Williamsburg, Virginia

Saturday, May 6, 2017

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

 1:00 PM
Sparkling Wine Reception at the 

Muscarelle Museum of Art

 2:00 PM
Virginia Wine Reception

Great Food

Silent Auction

Mercedes & Audi vehicles 

available for viewing

Race Raffle

Hat & Derby Attire Contest

3:45 PM
Live auction of rare and fine wines, 

exciting items, and exclusive 

lots available only through this event

Approx. 6:34PM
Running of the 143rd Kentucky Derby 

on widescreen television and 

Mint Juleps
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A SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS

IMAGE COURTESY:  SKIP ROWLAND

CORPORATE SPONSORS

PRESENTING SPONSOR $ 50,000
MCV Foundation and VCU Health

VINTNER DINNER SPONSOR $ 10,000
Joe Montgomery & the Optimal Service Group 

of Wells Fargo Advisors

GRANDS CRU $ 10,000
Tysinger Motor Co., Inc.

PADDLE SPONSOR $ 5,000
Plastic Surgery Center of Hampton Roads

AUCTIONEER SPONSOR $ 5,000
Abbitt Realty

PREMIER CRU $ 5,000
ESG International

Malvin, Riggins + Company P.C.
Towne Bank

Williamsburg Winery

RESERVE CELLAR $ 2,500
Bartlett & Spirn

James H. Cale III & The Medina Cale Group
Cale Management

The Catering Company
The Cheese Shop

Fat Canary
Kysela Pere et Fils, LTD.
Seasons of Williamsburg

The Shops at Carolina Furniture
Williamsburg Event Rentals

Williamsburg Winery
WYDaily.com

WINE OPENER SPONSOR $ 1,500
Plastic Surgery Center of Hampton Roads

LOT SPONSOR $500
2nd Street Floors

INDIVIDUAL SPONSORS

VINTNER’S CIRCLE $10,000
Charles and Mari Ann Banks

Jim and Jane Kaplan
Mike and Babs Bowers
The Owens Foundation

PADDOCK $ 2,500
David and Janet Brashear
Larry and Kathleen Ring
Bob and Chris Rowland

Ray C. Stoner and Larisa Mason

FRIEND OF THE MUSCARELLE $ 1,500
Tom and TJ Cardwell

Stephen and Ann Critchfield
John and Ann Milliman
Fred and Pam Palmore

W&RFTR SUPPORTER $1,000
Betsy Anderson

Aaron and Lee DeGroft
Dan and Stuart Dopp

Dwight and Jane Schaubach
Matthew Williams

Hank and Dixie Wolf

LOT SPONSORS

JEROBAUM $ 1,000
Drs. Hugh Bryan and Barbara Allison-Bryan

Edward Robinson

DOUBLE MAGNUM $ 500
David Crank

Cliff Fleet
Betsy Hanlon

Amy McCarthy, Twiddy Realty
Richard and Jane Spurling

Tim and Ann Sullivan
Millie West

Ray C. Stoner and Larisa Mason $2500 
sponsor
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This is the new VCU Health. A name that reflects 
who we are today and where we’re going. We’re 

extending our clinical services from Fredericksburg to 
North Carolina, from Williamsburg to Short Pump.  

We’re expanding the focus of our clinical care, teaching 
and research from treating illness and injury to prevention.  
All these changes we’ve planned with precision and care  

come together to create a healthier future. 

Making life better, by design.

Every decision 
we’ve ever made

has had one purpose: 
design a better tomorrow.
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SPECIAL THANKS

The Muscarelle Museum of Art and the Wine & Run for the Roses committee want to thank the 
following members who have so generously given of their time and supported this year's event. 

Kathleen Ring for Co-Chairing the Committee and for getting the band back together. 

Betsy Anderson for Co-Chairing the Committee.  

Mike Bowers for Chairing the Wine Committee and his many hours of consulting expertise on the wine 
lots and for all the wonderful wine donations he and Babs contributed this year. Plus for “driving the 
wine bus” and getting incredible donations and keeping everyone on track! We could not host the event 
without you and your “wine friends.”

Special thanks to Grant Hagen for his many hours of work organizing, boxing and labeling the wine at 
Williamsburg Winery! We could not have done it without you.

Jerry Howell for his help getting and organizing volunteers for set up of the auction.

The Power Family for hosting the Vintner Dinner and for their donations and continued support! Plus 
thank you all for getting Fran Kysela more involved with our event.

Mari Ann Banks for all of her help with the Fat Canary dinner and for donating the White Hall Party 
Barn lot again this year.

TJ Cardwell, Carrie O. Garland, Jane Kaplan, Ann Milliman, and Joe Steele for helping procure 
sponsorships.

Melinda Fitzgerald and Chris Rowland for soliciting some fabulous lifestyle lots.

Frank Parrish, our resident wine expert and marketing guru, for again hosting the annual Blind Tasting, 
for again donating the wines for that event (together with his favorite curmudgeon, Mike Bowers,) and 
for being a rabid and tireless supporter of the Muscarelle who brings new wine lovers to the auction 
every year.

Thank you Fran Kysela MS with Kysela Pere et Fils for donating your services for our auction this year. 
We are thrilled to have you at the podium! Also, thank you for helping host the Vintner Dinner at Fat 
Canary last night. Having your wine expertise as a Master Sommelier enriched the evening. We also 
appreciate your generous support by donating so many large formats of wine to our auction.

Special thanks to TJ Cardwell, Ann Milliman, Pam Palmore and Frank Parrish for their help proofing 
the auction catalog.

Many thanks to the Williamsburg Winery and the Duffeler Family for all their support, donations and 
for sharing their ABC license to enable us to host our annual wine auction.

IMAGE COURTESY:  SKIP ROWLAND
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WINE & RUN FOR THE ROSES COMMITTEE

Kathleen M. Ring - W&M Hon. ’15, Co-Chair 

Mari Ann Banks

Anne Barr, W&M ‘62 

TJ Cardwell 

Virginia Stuart Dopp, W&M ‘62 

Melinda Fitzgerald 

Carrie O. Garland, W&M ’90 

Sarah O. Gunn, W&M MBA ‘87 

Betsy C. Anderson W&M ’70, Co-Chair 

Jerry Howell

Jane Kaplan, W&M ‘56 

Ann B. Milliman 

Patty Owens, W&M ‘62 

Pam Palmore, W&M ’68, MAED ‘74 

Christine C. Rowland, W&M ‘67 

Joseph Steele, III

We appreciate all of the Auction and Wine Committee Members 
for all they do throughout the year to make the event such a success. Thank You for your time and support!

IMAGE COURTESY:  SKIP ROWLAND

SPONSORSHIP

TJ Cardwell  

Carrie O. Garland 

Jane Kaplan  

Ann Milliman 

Joseph Steele, III    

LIFESTYLE LOTS 

Stuart Dopp 

Melinda Fitzgerald 

Chris Rowland  

VIRGINIA WINE RECEPTION 

Pam Palmore  

DINNERS 
Mari Ann Banks

Sarah Gunn 

 

HAT CONTEST   
Anne Barr  

Patty Owens 

AUCTION SET-UP 

Jerry Howell  

WINE COMMITTEE 
Mike Bowers, Chairman     

Rony Atiyeh

Stanley “Butch’ Barr, W&M

      BA ’62, BCL ’09 

Clement Brown, III 

Patrick Duffeler, II, W&M ‘93 

Grant Hagen, W&M MBA ‘00

Frank Parrish 

Tom Power 

Mary Ellen Power Rogers 

Adam Steely  

WINE TRADE  

Clement Brown, III 

Tom Power 

Mary Ellen Power Rogers 

Adam Steely  

WINE ACQUISITION 

Rony Atiyeh 

Butch Barr 

Mike Bowers 

Clement Brown 

TJ Cardwell 

Grant Hagen 

Pam Palmore

Tom Power 

Frank Parrish 

Mary Ellen Power Rogers
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DONORS TO THE AUCTION

IMAGE COURTESY: SKIP ROWLAND

Nicole Abiouness

Hank and Shirley Aceto

Acker Merrall & Condit

Reggie and Lisa Akdogan

Argyle Winery

Maureen Anderson

Dr. Rony and Melissa Atiyeh

Charlie and Mari Ann Banks

Charles and Ali Banks

Barboursville Winery

Butch and Anne Barr

Gray and Julia Bowditch

Mike and Babs Bowers

David Brashear

Bartholomew Broadbent

Spencer Broadbent

Clement and Cherry Brown

Carrot Tree Restaurant

Cakebread Cellars

Andrew Carney Photography

Collier Family

The Catering Company

Scott Cleckley

Rutger de Vink

Dan and Stuart Dopp

Patrick and Francoise Duffeler

Patrick and Kristen Duffeler, II

David Everett

Ezulwini Lodge

Fat Canary

FireFly Farms Creamery &    

     Market

Garth Newell Music Center

Ron and Gail Gilden

Tom and Cindy Gillman

Billy Granger
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Grant and Brandy Hagen

Hampton House

Tim Harris

High Museum Atlanta

Dr. Michael Jacobson

Jerry and Kathy Kantor

Kaufman & Canoles

John Kapon

Mike Koch

Fred and Nancy Konta

Glenn and Bonnie Krochmal

David Kranbuehl

Fran Kysela

La Tienda

David Lennarz

Mayacamas

Sam and Cindy McGann

Jeff and Cindy McWaters

Nick and Shelly Miller

Morrison Dental Group

Dr. Edward and Stephanie   

     Oldfield, III

Packard Family

Fred and Pam Palmore

Frank and Eliza Parrish

Patriot Tours & Provisions

Cathy Power Pattisall

Scott Peterson

Pernod-Ricard

John Power

Thomas and Mary Ellen   

     Power

Thomas Power, Jr.

Taylor and Helen Reveley

Robert S. and Barbara C.           

     Roberson

Mary Ellen Power Rogers

Elaine Ruffolo

Saad Family

Pablo Salonet

Pete and Betsy Schmelk

Maria Scotece

The Sanderling Resort

Smoke BBQ

Adam Steely

Tasha’s Own

The Blue Point

The Tides Inn

Torreon Society

Tradition Brewing Company

Marimar Torres

Tysinger Motor Company, Inc.

Bilyal Vehov

Virginia Museum of Fine Arts

Virginia Wine Board

Virginia Wine Society 

Vintner's Cellar

Herb White

Williamsburg Symphony   

     Orchestra

Williamsburg Winery

David Witowsky
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
This event would not be possible without the support of advisors and volunteers. 

The Muscarelle Museum of Art Foundation would like to thank all of 

the Muscarelle Museum staff, volunteers, and interns plus the following advisors:

AUCTION LOGISTICS
Muscarelle Museum of Art Foundation Trustees

Friends of the Muscarelle Museum of Art

Craig and Laura Reeves

Steve Rose

Seasons of Williamsburg

Williamsburg Winery

CATALOG DESIGN & PRINTING
Erin Moore, A la Carte Designs

Taylored Printing

Cindy McGann

AUCTION LOTS
Mike Bowers

MARKETING ADVISOR
Betsy Moss, Public Relations Agent

 

TRANSPORTATION
Tysinger Motor Company

EVENT PHOTOGRAPHY
Skip Rowland
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Special thanks to The Board Members of the Muscarelle Museum of Art 
for supporting the auction this year!

IMAGES COURTESY: SKIP ROWLAND

Ray C. Stoner, Esq., W&M ’71 JD 

Robert S. Roberson, W&M ’73 MBA 

Sharon Muscarelle, W&M Hon. ‘16  

Polly S. Bartlett, W&M ’62, ’89 MAED 

Betsy C. Anderson, W&M ’70

Mari Ann Banks

Stanley Barr, W&M, ’62, ’09 BCL 

David Brashear, W&M Hon. ’07 

P. Gray Bowditch, W&M ’09 JD 

TJ Cardwell 

David Crank, W&M ’82 

Ann J. Critchfield, W&M ’66 

Carrie Garland, W&M ’90 

Thomas Gillman, W&M ’93 MBA 

Sarah O. Gunn, W&M ’87 MBA 

Betsy Hanlon, W&M ’76 

Jerry E. Howell

Jane Kaplan, W&M ’56 

David Libertson, W&M ’09 

Rick Nahm 

Ann B. Milliman 

Patrisia B. Owens, W&M ’62

Pamela G. Palmore, W&M ’68, MAED ’74

Frank Parrish 

Kathleen M. Ring, W&M Hon. ’15 

Christine C. Rowland, W&M ’67

Anna C. Sim, W&M  ’81             

Jane Y. Spurling, W&M ’69

Joseph Steele, III

Matthew R. Williams, W&M ’89
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The most important 
exhibition in the 
history of the 
Muscarelle Museum 
was inaugurated in 
early February in 
the presence of the 
Italian Ambassador 
from Washington 
and soon attracted 

the acclaim of the national press.  The Wall Street Journal 
(February 16, 2017) dedicated a full page of coverage and 
three color illustrations under the banner headline, “Beauty 
on Earth as It Is in Heaven,” correctly citing the Muscarelle’s 
Botticelli and the Search for the Divine as “the first-ever 
international loan exhibition of his works in this country.” 
A few days later, the Richmond Times-Dispatch published 
its fourth article on the show, this time a lead Editorial that 
simply said: "Go."  And added, for good measure, that the 
Muscarelle’s Botticelli  "Might be the most excellent art 
exhibit ever staged in this commonwealth.”  To all Muscarelle 
fans who asked at the time, "How can we ever surpass the 
success of Leonardo da Vinci’s drawings," the answer is, 
Botticelli paintings, which in fact is on a pace to surpass the 
stupendous attendance for the Leonardo show.

As the first century of the Renaissance came to its close in 

the 1490s, the greatest painter in Florence was indisputably 
Sandro Botticelli, whose path of success had been guided by 
his allegiance to the Medici ruling family headed by Lorenzo 
the Magnificent.  Botticelli had returned their favor with 
mythological paintings that reflected the Medici’s passion 
for classical antiquity.  His elegant portraiture immortalized 
their persons.  The classical fantasies given life in the Birth 
of Venus and in the Primavera (the allegory of Spring) of the 
1480s, became and endure still as the unforgettable images 
of the Renaissance in Florence and beyond, among the best-
known images around the world.

With his elegant, undulating contours, Botticelli invented a 
canon of refinement and beauty that had not been seen since 
Praxiteles -- and 500 years later enchanted Burne-Jones and 
the pre-Raphaelites in England.  The women of Botticelli 
are ideal figures, tall and lithe, with soft gazes and blonde 
tresses fluttering in the air or gathered in elegant knots.  One 
of Botticelli’s iconic beauties is the heroine of his famous 
Minerva and the Centaur, which was commissioned by 
Lorenzo di Pierfrancesco de’ Medici, the Magnifico’s cousin, 
who displayed it in his house alongside the Primavera, as it is 
displayed today in the Botticelli room in the Uffizi Gallery. 

The selection of more than 20 paintings on canvas and 
wood panel presents major works from the entire span 
of Botticelli’s career.  The cultural milieu of Renaissance 
Florence is represented by rare and outstanding works by his 
master, Filippo Lippi, as well as his early influence,  Antonio 
del Pollaiolo. Several impressive paintings by Filippino Lippi, 

IMAGES COURTESY:  SKIP ROWLAND
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Botticelli’s most important student and a leading master 
in his own right, provide a valuable comparison with his 
master.  Rare works are in this from the most important 
museums in Italy, including the Uffizi, Palazzo Pitti, Galleria 
di Palazzo Cini, Galleria Sabauda, Museo dell’Opera del 
Duomo, Museo Poldi Pezzoli, Collection Pittas, Palazzo 
Medici Riccardi, Museo di Palazzo Pretorio, Museo Stefano 
Bardini, Church of San Salvatore in Ognissanti, Museo 
Stibbert, Pieve di San Giovanni Evangelista, and the Museo 
di San Marco.

Born in 1445, Sandro Botticelli’s idyllic life was changed 
forever when Lorenzo the Magnificent died unexpectedly 
in 1492.  His son and successor, Piero the “Unfortunate,” so 
thoroughly mismanaged affairs that he was soon compelled 
to flee, leaving the city defenseless before the invasion led 
by the French King, Charles VIII.  The perilous situation was 
skillfully resolved by Fra Savonarola, the Dominican prior 
and nemesis of the Medici, who persuaded the king to grant 
the city more lenient terms of surrender.  Already energized 
by his forceful and apocalyptic preaching, the Florentines 
responded by ceding their government to Savonarola.  

Austerity and a hatred of luxury and corruption were the 
Dominican prior’s rallying cry, and a significant number 
of the citizens responded.  Eyewitnesses record that great 
numbers of “shameful sculptures and paintings” were seized 
and destroyed in two “bonfires of the vanities” that were 
held on Fat Tuesday of 1497 and 1498.  Botticelli is the most 
prominent of the painters whose names are cited as the 
authors of nudes and pagan subjects that were thrown on 
the flames.  Some authorities believe that Botticelli himself 
participated in the burning.  

For Botticelli, the expulsion of the Medici meant the loss 
of his principal clients and a sea change in the world of 
art.  The three graces idolized at the Magnifico’s court: 
beauty, eroticism and mythology, were banished under the 
reformer’s regime.  From the mid-1490s until his death in 
1510, he sought psychological intensity in the explication of 
the Christian mysteries.  He reduced the use of expensive 
blue pigment and gold leaf in his paintings.  While Botticelli’s 

paintings do not cite Savonarola’s sermons in a rote way, 
there are sufficient connections to suggest the artist felt a 
sympathy for their lessons.  The influence of Savonarola has 
been especially noticed in the subdued, almost archaic style 
of his late works, especially those following the Dominican’s 
terrible condemnation and death in 1498.  The exhibition, 
Botticelli and the Search for the Divine, concludes with three 
masterpieces of his late religious works, a monumental 
Crucifix, painted on a cruciform wooden panel, 1498 -1498 
(Prato), a Madonna and Child with the young St John 
(Galleria Palatina) and the deeply powerful Pietà from the 
Museo Poldi Pezzoli in Milan.

IMAGES COURTESY:  SKIP ROWLAND
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Visit the website of Kysela Père et Fils, and you’ll notice 

a graphic of a mustachioed vigneron wearing a French 

beret and an ankle-length apron.  He holds a wine 

thief in one hand, and gazes fondly at a wineglass in 

the other. The image suggests artisanal, old-school 

winemaking—or, in other words, a classic approach. 

It is that focus on quality, says founder Fran Kysela, 

that drives his company.  “Nothing else matters but the 

quality of the wine in the bottle,” says Kysela. “I look for 

wines that are true to type and classic in their flavors. 

I prefer wines that are fresh and bright, and show good 

fruit-acid balance.”  Kysela grew up in Cleveland where 

his father enjoyed and collected European wines, 

especially French selections. French wines were often on the dinner table, but it was a German wine that 

he remembers best—a 1975 Steinberger Riesling Kabinett from the Staatsweingüter in Eltville. “That was 

the first incredible wine experience for me,” Kysela says. “That wine was like an epiphany. It was the first 

time I thought that wine could be something special.”  In the early 1980s, a full-time job selling Fetzer 

and Gallo provided his entry into the wine business.  It quickly led to work as a wine steward and stints as 

national sales director for Kermit Lynch and Weygandt-Metzler.  Along the way, he picked up his Master 

Sommelier credential in 1989, and passed half of the Master of Wine exam (the rest is still on the to-do 

list). When he started his own company in 1994, Kysela’s goals were clearly defined.  He focused on what 

he knew and loved: French country wines from the Rhône and select domaines from Burgundy, along 

with a number of German, Italian and Spanish wines.  But he quickly realized that the wine business was 
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going global.  Today, the portfolio includes products from Europe, the Americas, South Africa, Australia, 

New Zealand and Japan—over 200 producers in 13 countries.  It’s a well-chosen smorgasbord of the global 

wine business, although French wines still account for one-third of the company’s $30 million in annual 

sales. KPF wines are distributed in 49 states, the District of Columbia, Canada, Puerto Rico and Caribbean 

islands of Turks and Caicos.   After over 30 years in wine sales, Kysela shows no sign of slowing down.  He 

still travels at least six months per year in search of new brands.  “If you’re gonna find the good wines, 

you’ve got to root them out,” he says.  “You’re not going to find them by staying at home. The wines I select 

are focused and on target—there is nothing more exciting than tasting a wine that hits the mark.”  What 

does “ hit the mark” for those rare, precious meals at home?  “ I like to cook, and I like drinking Sancerre, 

Chablis, crisp whites—in particular, French whites,” he says.  “I also enjoy Rioja.” For his clear focus on 

finding regional wines that has helped define a new, global vision of quality, Fran Kysela was named Wine 

Enthusiast’s 2013 Importer of the Year.

Thank  you, Fran, for being here for the 7th Annual Wine & Run for the Roses and for all 

of your support for our weekend events!
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The Trustees of the

Muscarelle Museum of Art Foundation

at the College of William and Mary

request the pleasure of your company

for a pre-auction

Wine Dinner

Wines presented by

Master Sommelier Fran Kysela,
owner of Kysela Pere et Fils, Ltd.

Nationally Recognized

Wine Distributor of the Year!

paired with cuisine by

Chef Thomas Power of Fat Canary
Friday, May 5, 2017 

six-thirty p.m.

Fat Canary

410 Duke of Gloucester Street

Williamsburg, Virginia

$500 per person

Proceeds will benefit the

Muscarelle Museum of Art Foundation

sponsored by

We would like to thank Fran Kysela and Kysela Pere et Fils for their generous support of the Muscarelle Museum of Art Foundation.
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Wine & Run for the Roses Reception
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DURING THE VIRGINIA WINE RECEPTION YOU WILL
 ENJOY WINES FROM THESE VIRGINIA WINERIES:

BARBOURSVILLE VINEYARDS | CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA

BLUESTONE VINEYARD | BRIDGEWATER, VA

CHATHAM VINEYARDS | MACHIPONGO, VA

INGLESIDE VINEYARDS | OAK GROVE, VA

KING FAMILY VINEYARDS | CROZET, VA

MICHAEL SHAPS WIREWORKS | CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA

PEARMUND CELLARS | BROAD RUN, VA

THIBAUT-JANISSON | AFTON, VA

VERITAS WINERY | AFTON, VA

WILLIAMSBURG WINERY | WILLIAMSBURG, VA

IMAGE COURTESY: SKIP ROWLAND
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A VIRGINIA NORTON WINE WAS EVEN NAMED “BEST RED WINE OF ALL NATIONS”
AT THE VIENNA WORLD’S FAIR IN 1873, AND WAS AWARDED A GOLD MEDAL AT THE
PARIS WORLD’S FAIR OF 1889 — THE YEAR THE EIFFEL TOWER WAS CONSTRUCTED.

Virginians have made wine for more than four centuries.
The Jamestown settlers had hoped that Virginia would
become a major source of wine for the British Empire. They 
signed a law that required each male settler to plant and 
tend at least ten grape vines. Little came of this because 
every effort to grow vinifera, or vines of European origin, 
met with failure from an unknown pest, Phylloxera, as 
well as disease due to the new environment. The booming 
tobacco trade soon diluted British interest in the possibilities 
of American wine, and the American settlers themselves lost 
interest. While fine wine could be had only from European 
suppliers, whiskey, beer and brandy were plentiful.

In hopes of one day realizing the promise of fine Virginia
wines, Thomas Jefferson cultivated European grapes for
more than 30 years. His Monticello vineyards, however,
never produced a single bottle of wine. He wasn’t alone in
trying. After 11 years of efforts at Mount Vernon, George
Washington, too, had nothing to show for his work.
In the 1820s, wines made from Native American grapes
met with great success. Also, the late 1800s discovery that
native and European vines could be grafted gave Virginia’s
nascent wine industry a lift. In the early 20th century, 

Prohibition promptly brought wine production to
a standstill. The industry was slow to bounce back. Some
17 years after Prohibition’s repeal, Virginia still had
only 15 acres of commercial wine grapes.

In the late-1950s experimental planting of vinifera showed
promise. With the establishment of six new wineries in
the 1970s, the recovery was officially underway. A renewed
effort to grow a European Chardonnay succeeded at the
Waverly Estate in Middleburg in 1973. Then in 1976, Italian
pioneer vintner Gianni Zonin hired Gabriele Rausse to grow
and harvest vinifera grapes near Charlottesville.

He established Barboursville Vineyards and helped other
vinters do the same. By 1995 Virginia had 46 wineries,
by 2005, 107. At over 275 wineries and counting, today only
California, New York, Oregon and Washington have more
wineries than Virginia. The persistence of generations of
winemakers is paying off, and the vision of one of Virginia’s
most renowned native sons, Thomas Jefferson, is now
coming true.
virginiawine.org

IMAGE COURTESY: SKIP ROWLAND
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Barboursville is a magnificent and historic estate 

between Monticello and Montpelier, home to Virginia's 

most honored winery, founded  in 1976 by the Zonin 

family, prominent in Italian viticulture since 1821.

Defying the unanimous advice of many people to 

plant tobacco at Barboursville, Gianni Zonin, heir 

to a family wine enterprise in the Veneto, acquired 

Barboursville plantation with the seemingly ridiculous 

expectation of creating a vineyard. Jefferson had 

attempted this, persisting into the 19th Century at 

Monticello, and failing to achieve a single harvest.   

He would be pleased that wine is being produced at 

his neighboring plantation, home to a dear friend 

and for whom he designed the historic and landmark 

mansion.

Because of Gianni Zonin and Luca Pachina, the 

resident winemaker since 1990, Barboursville has 

been drawn totally into the wine world’s embrace, 

and inspired hundreds to follow their example.  

Celebrating the winery’s 40th anniversary in 2016, 

they continue to set the standard for Virginia now 

populated with more than 250 wineries.  Barboursville 

produces Octagon, the most renowned red wine of 

Virginia.
bbvwine.com

IMAGE COURTESY: BARBOURSVILLE VINEYARDS IMAGE COURTESY: SHENANDOAHVALLEYWINETRAIL.COM

The Shenandoah Valley is rapidly becoming a 
popular spot to grow grapes. Bluestone Vineyard is 
located in the center of this beautiful valley, named 
after the “bluestone”(a type of limestone) that is 
a main component within the local soil.  Bluestone 
Vineyard is located on the ground that once was part 
of Rocby Holsteins, a well-known dairy farm owned 
and operated by the Gardner family.  Parts of the hill 
were too steep for traditional farming but worked 
well for grapes. The soil is rocky, providing excellent 
growing conditions for their grapes, especially the 
cabernets. 
Curt and Jackie Hartman have lived west of 
Bridgewater on the hill above Jordan Stretch since 
1995. With their friends Phil and Lois Kreider (Misty 
Ray Winery), they began planting grapes on the hill 
in 2003 to make wine for personal use. In 2007 they 
decided to make the vineyard a business and with 
advice from the researchers at Virginia Tech, they 
laid out the vineyard, tested the soils, and chose the 
grapes to plant. 
In 2010 the winery was built.  Using new equipment 
in the larger winery, Bluestone Vineyard processed 
31 tons of grapes and made about 2,000 cases of 
wine.  Today’s production is about 5,000 cases.  Their 
two consultants who are very important and still 
helping them today are Jeanette Smith for vineyard 
management and Michael Shaps for wine making.
bluestonevineyard.com
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Opening in 1980, under the direction of Doug Flemer, Ingleside 
Vineyards is one of Virginia’s oldest and largest wineries and 
produces over 18 types of wine from its estate-grown grapes. 
For over 35 years, their hand-crafted wines have won numer-
ous awards and top honors in state, national and international 
wine competitions, such as the London International Wine 
& Spirits Competition, the San Francisco International Wine 
Competition and the Virginia Governor’s Cup Competition. 
Since 1890, the Flemer family has owned and operated this 
historic estate and for the first 50 years, it functioned as a 
dairy farm. However, in 1940 Carl Flemer Jr. had bigger plans 
and over the years, the estate evolved into Ingleside Planta-
tion Nurseries and later Ingleside Vineyards after stumbling 
upon the fact that their location and conditions are prime 
for growing high-quality wine grapes. Ingleside is proud to be 
one of the pioneers of the modern wine industry in Virginia. 
Ingleside was the first winery in Virginia to produce a mèthode 
champenoise sparkling wine, beginning with their 1980 
vintage. They were also the first winery in Virginia to bottle a 
varietal Petit Verdot. Today they continue to explore unique 
grape varieties in Virginia, finding success in recent years 
with several Italian and Spanish grape varietals, including 
Albariño, Pinot Grigio and Sangiovese.  Their unspoiled and 
unpretentious surroundings offer an atmosphere of relaxation; 
the perfect getaway from the hectic life of the city. Ingleside 
embraces the casual attitude and lifestyle of the Chesapeake 
Bay Region. They invite you to experience their exceptional 
wines and indulge yourself in the rich history and beauty of 
Virginia’s Northern Neck region! 
inglesidevineyards.com

Chatham Vineyards is owned and operated by the 

Wehner family at historic Chatham Farm which has 

been a working farm for four centuries.  Jon Wehner is 

a second-generation winegrower on the Eastern Shore 

of Virginia. He learned about grape growing from his 

parents who operated Great Falls Vineyard in Great 

Falls, Virginia, for over 30 years. He and his wife, Mills, 

and their three children own and operate the vineyard 

and winery.  The land at Chatham, which overlooks 

Church Creek, was patented in 1640. The Federal-pe-

riod brick house, Chatham, was built in 1818 by Major 

Scarborough Pitt and named for William Pitt, the Earl 

of Chatham and friend of the American Revolution. 

The historic outbuildings, barns and two early 1900s 

homes on the property have been renovated in recent 

years. Chatham Farm has been a working farm for four 

centuries. The winery was constructed in 2005 and 

currently has a production capacity of 3,000 to 5,000 

cases annually.  A retail tasting room is located in the 

winery. Future plans include the relocation and resto-

ration of an 1890s farmhouse adjoining the winery to 

serve as a tasting room and special events facility.

chathamvineyards.net 

IMAGE COURTESY: INGLESIDE VINEYARDSIMAGE COURTESY: CHATHAM VINEYARDS
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Founded in 2007, they create complex wines with careful at-
tention to the details of fine wine production in a traditional 
old-world style. They use natural yeast and their wines spend 
a significant amount of time in barrel prior to release.  As an 
independent winery, they focus on quality, refined small-batch 
production.  Their winery site is nestled in the woods south 
of Charlottesville, and they are all devoted to the craft of 
winemaking. 
Michael Shaps wines are small production wines made from 
grapes grown under Michael’s supervision. He has a reputa-
tion for quality that ranks on an international scale with some 
of the world’s best winemakers. The whites focus on varietal 
intensity and the retention of natural acidity.  The reds are 
highly extracted and crafted to be age-worthy and require 
cellaring. 
Michael strongly believes in choosing grape varieties that 
represent the potential of Virginia viticulture.  His wines prove 
that Virginia can produce wines that compete head to head 
with some of the finest wines from the best regions in the 
wine world. 
In addition to wining the prestigious Governor’s Cup wine 
competition, Michael Shaps wines have earned gold medals in 
several competitions and have been written up in publications 
such as Saveur, Wine Spectator, The Wine Advocate, Washing-
tonian, The Washington Post and many others. In 2016, they 
opened a remote tasting room attached to their warehouse & 
bottling facility, Wineworks Extended, with the focus of wine 
on tap and boxed wine as everyday drinking wine in addition 
to offering a select few wines featured at their original winery 
site.  
michaelshapswines.com

After moving from Houston, Texas, they purchased the 
original 327-acre farm in 1996.  In late 1998, a young man 
named Tom Vandenberg, knocked on their door and asked if 
he could lease ten acres for a vineyard.  Sparked by his curios-
ity and research, they did their homework, and soon hired a 
vineyard consultant.  A nursery in California had a few extra 
vines, so six months of hard work later, their first eight acres 
of vines had been planted. Initially the plan was to simply sell 
the fruit, but in the interest of learning as much as possible, 
they decided to make wine with a portion of the harvest and 
sell the rest.  480 cases in 2000 became 1,050 cases by 2001, 
and it all sold!  After a quick visit to California for ideas, they 
designed their winery on the back of a napkin and by October 
1, 2002, opened their real, honest-to-goodness winery.  Since 
then both the vineyard and the business have grown. The 
Carriage House, their event space, was added in 2007 and 
they moved from the original winery to their new winery in 
2013.  More importantly, their team has expanded.  Since 
Carrington King started working as the Vineyard Manager in 
2002, both Stuart King and James King joined the full-time 
staff in 2006 and 2012 respectively.  Their first two full-time 
employees, Ray Wyant and Amanda Gee-Taylor, both of whom 
helped plant the original vineyard, are still with them.  Michael 
Shaps, their winemaker from the beginning, was succeeded 
by Matthieu Finot in 2007 and they now have 12 full-time and 
35 part-time employees. 
While their production is now 10,000 cases and their Tasting 
Room is open year round, it still feels like yesterday that they 
planted their first vines. 
kingfamilyvineyards.com

IMAGE COURTESY: VIRGINIAWINETV.COMIMAGE COURTESY: WVTF.ORGS
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Thibaut-Janisson was born from a long friendship that began 

in a Grand Cru village in the Champagne region of France. 

Thibaut and his friend Manuel Janisson, both from cham-

pagne-producing families in the town, started in the family 

businesses at a young age. 

When Thibaut came to work in California in 1983, he had 

already spent a few years working in Australia, and Janisson 

was looking for some experience working in California. Thibaut 

arranged for Janisson to come work with him, and the two 

young men began talking of one day producing a sparkling 

wine together. 

About 25 years later, they agreed that Virginia would be the 

place to do it. Thibaut came to Charlottesville with his wife in 

2003 to consult at Kluge Estate Winery. In 2005, after seeing 

the potential for Virginia sparkling wine, Thibaut and Janisson 

began their joint venture, and in 2007 had the first release of 

their non-vintage Blanc de Chardonnay. Virginia Fizz sparkling 

wine followed in the Spring of 2011. The grapes are sourced 

from the Monticello AVA . Roughly half of these grapes come 

from a nearby vineyard, Ivy Creek Farm, which has some of 

the oldest Chardonnay vines around, dating back to 1982. Both 

wines are produced at Veritas Winery in Afton, Virginia, west 

of Charlottesville. There is no tasting room, but private tours 

are available by arrangement.

tjwinery.com

Pearmund Cellars is located in the beautiful foothills 

of eastern Fauquier County, VA, conveniently close to 

Northern Virginia and Washington, DC. Their 7500-square-

foot geothermal winery and 25-acre vineyard produces 

Chardonnay, Viognier, Riesling, Late Harvest Vidal, Merlot, 

Cabernet Franc, Cabernet Sauvignon, Petit Verdot, Ameritage, 

and other award-winning Virginia wines. Established in 1976, 

the vineyard originally hosted nine different grape varieties. 

Today they stick to chardonnay on the property, as they 

are the most successful grapes to grow with respect to this 

terroir. 

They have 15 acres and 11,000 vines of Chardonnay, cultivars 

or clones of Chardonnay to help increase the complexity of 

wine. They also source from the premier vineyards of Virginia 

that specialize in one particular grape variety. 

pearmundcellars.com

IMAGE COURTESY: C-VILLE.COMIMAGE COURTESY: WVTF.ORGS
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A 300—acre farm, known as Wessex Hundred, is home to 
The Williamsburg Winery. The use of “Hundred” to name a 
property dates to the Colonial era and describes parcels of 
land sufficient to support a hundred families regardless of 
actual acreage.
In 1606, the newly-formed Virginia Company sent three ships 
westward to the New World to settle a permanent English 
colony. Led by Bartholomew Gosnold, with Gabriel Archer 
second in command, the expedition sailed up the James 
River and came upon a point of land on a protected tributary. 
The ground was high, easily defended, and the soil was 
excellent which foretold of the land’s later usage. Archer 
insisted that the expedition look no further, but he was 
outvoted despite his considerable experience in such 
matters. The expedition continued on the James River and 
moved on to a less hospitable spot the following day, May 
13, 1607. The place was Jamestown and became the first 
permanent English settlement in the New World. 
Across an expanse of gently rolling hills, on the southern 
side of Williamsburg proper, this plot is filled with history, 
a place of quiet surroundings—the home of Williamsburg 
Winery. With its first wine released to critical acclaim in 1988, 
the Winery began a tradition of fine winemaking that lives 
on today. Inspired by Europe’s finest estates, the Winery is 
presided over by two generations of the Duffeler 
family-united by a single goal: to make wines with great 
character.   Blending a winemaker’s passion for allowing 
varietals to express themselves in each vintage with the art 
of gracious hospitality, the Winery celebrates the best of 
food and wine. Here, they share their enjoyment of wines, 
their stewardship of the land, their love of family and friends. 
You are invited to join them in their tasting room, their 
restaurants, their inn and their lives. Come to see the many 
ways they have earned their place on the world wine map. 
williamsburgwinery.com

Veritas Vineyards and Winery began in 1999 when 
Andrew and Patricia Hodson planted 5 acres of grapes 
as a passion project. Over the past two decades, Veritas 
has grown to include over 50 acres of vineyards and has 
succeeded in consistently producing a range of complex and 
elegant wines. Andrew and Patricia met and fell in love in 
Nottingham, England, while Andrew was a young neurologist 
and Patricia was a nurse. Their careers brought them to the 
east coast of the U.S. in the early 1970s, where they stayed 
until settling in Florida in the 1990s. After successfully 
raising their three children and at the height of their careers, 
they decided to take a leap of faith and pursue their passion, 
wine. In 1999 they bought Saddleback Farm, which at the 
time was a simple horse and cattle farm. Patricia saw the 
potential in the land and planted several acres of grapes with 
a wish and a prayer. By 2001, they had their first vintage 
ready for production. That year, Andrew tried his hand at 
winemaking with great success and their love for the Virginia 
wine industry blossomed. Since then, Patricia and Andrew 
have worked tirelessly to expand on their vision, bringing 
Veritas into the world of events and the fine hospitality at 
the Farmhouse. The business is truly a family affair as they 
have been joined by all three of their children in the running 
and development of the business. Their philosophy is to 
make wine with the classic, old-world principles of viticulture 
and vinification, at the same time using state of the art 
technology to capture varietal and regional character. Their 
name derives from the Roman historian Pliny the Elder’s 
observation “In Vino Veritas”—“In Wine there is Truth.” They 
believe that the truth in their wine comes straight from 
their vineyard as an expression of the land where they live 
and work. 
veritaswines.com

IMAGE COURTESY: VERITAS WINES & WINERY IMAGE COURTESY: THE WILLIAMSBURG  WINERY
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2017 VIRGINIA GOVERNOR’S CUP MEDALISTS 
SAMPLE THESE FINE WINES TODAY AT THIS STATION

BARBOURSVILLE VINEYARDS  |  2013 PAXXITO

BREAUX VINEYARDS  |  2012 MERITAGE

HORTON VINEYARDS  |  2015 VIOGNIER

INGLESIDE VINEYARDS  |  2014 PETIT VERDOT

JEFFERSON VINEYARDS  |  2014 PETIT VERDOT

KING FAMILY VINEYARDS  |  2014 LORELEY

KING FAMILY VINEYARDS  |  2014 PETIT VERDOT

MICHAEL SHAPS WINEWORKS  |  2014 MERITAGE

THE BARNS AT HAMILTON STATION VINEYARDS  |  2014 CABERNET SAUVIGNON

VALLEY ROAD VINEYARDS  |  2014 PETIT VERDOT

VERITAS VINEYARD AND WINERY  |  2014 PETIT MANSENG

VERITAS VINEYARD AND WINERY  |   2014 PETIT VERDOT PAUL SHAFFER 6TH EDITION 

THIS YEAR OUR RECEPTION FEATURES NINE OF THE AREA'S FINEST DINING 
ESTABLISHMENTS EACH HOSTING A STATION. WE WOULD LIKE TO THANK THE FOLLOWING 

FOR THEIR SUPPORT OF THE MUSCARELLE MUSEUM OF ART

BLUE TALON

CAFÉ PROVENCAL

THE CATERING COMPANY

THE CHEESE SHOP

CULTURE CAFE
EXTRAORDINARY CUPCAKES

LA TIENDA
MAD ABOUT CHOCOLATE

THE TRELLIS

IMAGE COURTESY: SKIP ROWLAND
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BEER FROM THE VIRGINIA BEER CO.

 

AMERICAN ARTISANAL 
CHEESE TABLE FROM:

PLUS CHAMPAGNE FROM 
PERNOD RICARD AND PERRIER JOUET

BUY A FLEUR DE CHAMPAGNE GLASS FOR $50 AND 

DRINK PERRIER JOUET ALL AFTERNOON! 

BUBBLES FOR A GOOD CAUSE!

FEATURING ‘FREE VERSE’ AN INDIA PALE ALE AND ‘SAVING DAYLIGHT” A CITRUS WHEAT BEER

IMAGE COURTESY: SKIP ROWLAND
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A History of Excellence 

Recipient of the 2014 Virginia Governor’s Cup 
as the State’s highest rated wine – 2010 vintage

Highest rated Virginia wine at the BTI - World Wine 
Championships: 94 Points, Gold – 2010 vintage

Awarded 90 Points by James Suckling, former 
Senior Editor of Wine Spectator – 2010 vintage

Top rated Virginia Bordeaux-style blend at International 
Winemaker Challenge: Gold – 2010 vintage & 2013 vintage

5800 Wessex Hundred, Williamsburg, Virginia 23185
www.williamsburgwinery.com

Slow down, savor nature’s bounty, and enjoy life!

Adagio 
the melody that drives 

the Wessex Hundred experience. 

91 
Points 

Robert Parker’s WINE ADVOCATE

2010 vintage & 2013 vintage

RP- MS
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THE WINE ADVOCATE/ROBERT PARKER 
100-POINT WINE-SCORING SCALE:

OFFICIAL BORDEAUX CHATEAU WINE CLASSIFICATION

The Médoc; The Classification of 1855 Today

Premiers Crus (First Growth-5)
 Lafite-Rothschild, Latour, Margaux, Haut-Brion (Graves) and Mouton Rothschild 

Deuxièmes Crus (Second Growth- 13)
 Rauzan-Ségla, Rauzan-Gassies, Léoville-Las Cases, Léoville-Poyferré, Léoville-Barton, Durfort-

Vivens, Gruaud-Larose, Lascombes, Brane-Cantenac, Pichon Longueville Baron, Pichon Longueville 
Comtesse de Lalande, Ducru-Beaucaillou, Cos d’Estournel and Montrose

Troisièmes Crus (Third Growth-13)
 Kirwan, d’Issan, Lagrange, Langoa-Barton, Giscours, Malescot St. Exupéry, Boyd-Cantenac, Cantenac-

Brown, Palmer, La Lagune, Desmirail, Calon-Ségur, Ferrière and Marquis d’Alesme Becker

Quatrièmes Crus (Fourth Growth-10)
 Saint-Pierre, Talbot, Branaire-Ducru, Duhart-Milon, Pouget, La Tour Carnet, Lafon-Rochet, Beychevelle, 

Prieuré-Lichine and Marquis de Terme

Cinquièmes Crus (Fifth Growth-18)
 Pontet-Canet, Batailley, Haut-Batailley, Grand-Puy-Lacoste, Grand-Puy-Ducasse, Lynch-Bages, Lynch-
Moussas, Dauzac, d’Armailhac, du Tertre, Haut-Bages-Libéral, Pédesclaux, Belgrave, de Camensac, Cos 

Labory, Clerc Milon, Croizet Bages and Cantemerle

96–100  Extraordinary
90–95  Outstanding
80–89  Barely above average to very good
70–79   Average
60–69  Below average
50–59  Unacceptable
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Silent Auction Lots

CATALOG DESCRIPTIONS
Wine and Lifestyle items are grouped as lots 

and fully described. Tasting notes and ratings 

are from either Burghound, The Wine Advocate, 
IWC, Vinous, Wine Spectator, or Wine Enthusiast, 
as noted. Other tasting notes not specified have 

been provided by the winery and/or winemaker. 

Lots are designated by number and the quantity 

and bottle size is beneath the lot number. Any 

special conditions or restrictions are noted in 

the catalog. Unless otherwise announced by the 

auctioneer at the time of sale, all bids are per lot 

as numbered in the printed catalog or addendum.

Lot #301 

Old Vintage California Favorite Toyon

Includes: 8 bottles (750ml)

Toyon Vineyards Sonoma Cabernet 

     Sauvignon 1976 

Donated by: Hampton House

Lot #302 

Some of Best Argentina Wines Highly Rated by 

Parker 

Includes: 12 bottles, as noted (750ml)

Malbec Achaval-Ferrer Malbec Mendoza 2009 

     (3 bottles) RP 93

Felino Vina Cobos Cabernet Sauvignon 2007 

     (3 bottles) RP 93

Susanna Balboa Malbec 2012 (6 bottles)

Donated by: Babs and Mike Bowers

Lot #303 

Virginia Favorites

Includes: 12 bottles, as noted (750ml)

Ingleside Cabernet Rose 2013 (1 bottle)

White Hall Cabernet Franc 2014 (3 bottles)

Williamsburg Acte 12 Chardonnay 2014 (4 bottles)

Williamsburg Wessex Hundred Petit Verdot 2014       

     (2 bottles)

Williamsburg Winery Trianon Cabernet Franc 2007 

    (2 bottles)

Donated by: David Kranbuehl

Lot #304 

Williamsburg Winery Acte 12 Chardonnay…

Wonderful

Includes: 12 bottles (750ml)

Williamsburg Acte 12 Chardonnay 2014

Donated by: Virginia Wine Board

Lot #305 

More Great White Virginia Wines!!!

Includes: 12 bottles, as noted (750ml)

Ingleside Virginia Gold 2007 (4 bottles)

Phillip Carter Chardonnay 2011 (1 bottle)

White Hall Montecello Pinot Gris 2014 (2 bottles)

White Hall Viognier 2013 (2 bottles)

Williamsburg Acte 12 Chardonnay 2014 (3 bottles)

Donated by: Virginia Wine Board
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Lot #306 

Highly Regarded California Cabs and Neat Lucia 

Syrah 

Includes: 3 bottles (750ml)

Buccella Napa Cabernet Sauvignon 2012 RP 96

Cade Napa Cabernet Sauvignon 2012 VN 95

Lucia Soberanes Vin Syrah 2013 WS 92

Donated by: Friend of the Muscarelle

Lot #307  

Great Stateside Sparkling Wine 

Has been in Spectator Top 100

Includes: 12 bottles (750ml)

Gruet Blanc de Noirs NV

Donated by: Friend of the Muscarelle

Lot #308 

California Party Red Wines!!

Includes: 3 bottles (750ml)

Chappellet Cabernet Sauvignon 2013 WS 92

Donelan Cuvee Christine Syrah 2012 RP 93

Melville Donna's Syrah 2013 RP 95

Donated by: Friend of the Muscarelle

Lot #309 

Spectacular Wines from the Banks Portfolio

Includes: 8 bottles, as noted (750ml)

Mulderbosch Cabernet Rose 2015 (1 bottle)

Mulderbosch Chenin Blanc 2013 (1 bottle)

Mulderbosch Sauvignon Blanc 2015 (2 bottles)

Qupe Chardonnay 2013 (1 bottle)

Trinity Hill Sauvignon Blanc 2013 (3 bottles)

Donated by: Mari Ann and Charlie Banks

Lot #310 

Italian Summer Wine Sipping

Includes: 12 bottles, as noted  (750ml)

Le Vigne di Zamo Friulano Friuli Colli 

     Orientali 2014 (1 bottle)

Argiano Rosso Toscano Non Confunditur 2013

    (2 bottles)

Cortenova Sangiovese di Puglia 2011 (6 bottles)

Elena Walch Castgel Ringberg Pinot Grigio 2012 

    (3 bottles)

Donated by: Friend of the Muscarelle

Lot #311 

Great Northwest Washington Wines

Includes: 7 bottles, as noted (750ml & 1500ml)

Efste Red Mountain Syrah 2010 (1 bottle)

Montinore Willamette Valley Almost Dry Riesling     

     2013 (3 bottles)

Nelms Road Washington Merlot 2013 (2 bottles)

Donated by: Friend of the Muscarelle

Tamarack Firehouse Red  2011 (1 bottle - 1500ml)

Donated by: Fran Kysela

IMAGE COURTESY: SKIP ROWLAND
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Lot #312 

Some Really Good Aussie Wines Here!!

Includes: 8 bottles, as noted (750ml)

Barossa Milton Park Shiraz 2005 (1 bottle)

Yalumba The Strapper GSM 2012 (2 bottles)

Elderton Shiraz “Command” 1996, Barossa 

    (1 bottle) RP 90

Clarendon Hills Grenache “Blewitt Springs” 2001,       

     McLaren Vale (2 bottles) RP 92

Clarendon Hills Shiraz “Liandra” 1998, McLaren      

     Vale (1 bottle)

Clarendon Hills Shiraz ‘Astralis’ 2002, McLaren        

     Vale (1 bottle) RP 94

Sponsored by: David Crank

Lot #313 

Mogador, Muga What Else Matters??

Includes: 8 bottles, as noted (750ml)

Carmino de Navaherros 2014, San Martin de      

     Valdeiglesias (1 bottle)

El Cortijillo Tempranillo 2011 (4 bottles)

Clos Mogador Priorat 2000, Spain (1 bottle)

Bodegas Muga “Torre Muga” 1996, Rioja (1 bottle)

Sajazarra Gran Reserva 1998, Rioja (1 bottle)

Sponsored by: Torreon Society

Lot #314 

Bordeaux Blend

Includes: 1 bottle (1500ml) 

Chateau Cambon la Pelouse 2010 Haut-Medoc 

Donated by: Fran Kysela

Lot #315  

Delicious California Chardonnay

Includes: 12 bottles (750ml)

Frank Family Chardonnay 2014

Donated by: Cindy and Sam McGann

Lot #316 

Portuguese Port a Real Find!!

Includes: 5 bottles, as noted (375ml & 750ml)

Warres Vintage Port, Porto 1977 (2-750ml) WS 92

Croft Vintage Port, Porto 1994 (2-750ml) WS 90

Quinto de Vesuvio Vintage Port, Porto 2007 

     (375ml) WS 93

Donated by: The Collier Family

Lot #317 

Time for Chinese with Riesling or

Gewurtztraminer!!

Includes: 7 bottles, as noted (375ml)

Folie a Deux Frost Gewurztraminer 1997 (1 bottle)

Domaine Weinbach Gewurztraminer 

     ‘Cuvee d’Or’ 1994 (1 bottle)

Allan Scott Autumn Riesling 1999 (Damaged label)      

     (1 bottle)

Fitz Ritter Riesling Eiswein Durkheimer Hochbenn    

     1997, Pfalz (1 bottle)

Lingenfelder Riesling Fransheimer Goldberg         

      Auslese 1998, Pfalz (3 bottles)

Donated by: The Collier Family
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Lot #318 

Muscarelle’s Best Chenin Blanc Offering Ever

Includes: 12 bottles, as noted (375ml & 750ml)

Baumard Quarts de Chaume 1999 

     (1-375ml and 2-750ml) VN 93

De Trafford Chenin Blanc LH “Vin de Paille” 1998,    

     Stellenbosch (1-375ml)

Huet Vouvray “Cuvee Constance” 2009, Loire 

     (1-375ml) WA 96

Huet Vouvray Sec ‘Les Mont’ 2002, Loire 

     (2-375ml and 1-750ml) WA 92

Marc Bredif Vouvray Moelleux ‘Nectar’ 1989, 

     Loire (2-375ml) 

Rene Renou 1997 (1 bottle-375ml)

Rudera Chenin Blanc Late Harvest 2006,           

     Stellenbosch (1-375ml)

Donated by:  Friend of the Muscarelle

Lot #319 

Around the World With Classic Wines and 

Producers

Includes: 11 bottles, as noted (375ml & 750ml)

Chateau La Tour Blanche 2001, Sauternes 

     (2-375ml) RP 96

Far Niente Cabernet Sauvignon 1991, Napa 

     (1-375ml) WS 90

Stuhlmuller Alexander Valley Chardonnay 2013   

     (3-750ml)

Nora Albarino 2014 (1-750ml)

Pierre Henri Pays d’Oc  Chardonnay 2013 (1-750ml)

Wolfberger Vin d’Alsace Pinot Gris 2012 (1-750ml)

Mas Blanc 2001, Banyuls (1-750ml)

Rectorie Banyuls ‘Les Mute des Grains’ 2003, 

     Loire (1-375ml)

Donated by: Anne and Butch Barr

Lot #320 

Super Magnums of Napa Cabs for Large 

Gatherings

Includes: 2 bottles (1500ml)

Altamura Cabernet Sauvignon 1995, Napa WS 90

Dunn Cabernet Sauvignon 1998, 

     Howell Mountain RP 93

Sponsored by: Millie West

IMAGE COURTESY: SKIP ROWLAND
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Lot #321 

Blockbuster Cab Magnums from Cult 

Winemaker

Includes: 3 bottles (1500ml)

Le Ducq 1988, Napa 

Le Ducq 1990, Napa

Le Ducq 1991, Napa

Donated by: Friend of the Muscarelle

Lot #322 

Wonderful Alsace White Wines…Rare Dating

Includes: 4 bottles, as noted (750ml)

Domaine Weinbach Gewurztraminer Altenbourg     

     ‘Cuvee Laurence’ 1994 RP 95

Domaine Weinbach Riesling Schlossberg Grand        

     Cru ‘Catherine’ 1997 RP 92

Domaine Weinbach Riesling Schlossberg Grand   

     Cru ‘Catherine’ 1999 RP 91 (2 bottles)

Sponsored by: Betsy Hanlon

Lot #323 

Wonderful French Cru Bourgeoisie

Includes: 8 bottles, as noted (375ml & 750ml)

Chateau Belgrave 2004 

     (Capsule is cut but not opened) (1 bottle-750ml)

Chateau Cantemerle 2000, Haut Medoc 

    (1 bottle-750ml)

Chateau D’Agassac 2005, Haut Medoc 

    (1 bottle-750ml)

Chateau Senejac 2005, Haut Medoc 

    (2 bottles-750ml)

Les Clos de Paulilles Banyuls Rimage 1996, 

Languedoc (1 bottle-375ml)

Baumard Savennieres ‘Tres Speciale’ 1997, Loire 

    (2 bottles-750ml)

Sponsored by: Cliff Fleet

Lot #324 

Rhone River Greats!!

Includes: 5 bottles (750ml)

Chateau Beaucastel Chateauneuf du Pape 1996

Pegau Chateauneuf du Pape 1996

Alain Voge Cornas 1995

Chateau de St. Cosme Cote Rotie 2011

JMB Sorrell Hermitage NV

Donated by: Friend of the Muscarelle

IMAGE COURTESY: SKIP ROWLAND
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Lot #325 

Amazing Pichon Second Label

Includes: 2 bottles (750ml)

Chateau Pichon Longueville Reserve de la    

     Comtesse 1996

Donated by: Friend of the Muscarelle

Lot #326 

Great French Dinner Wines

Includes: 8 bottles, as noted (750ml)

Chateau Suduiraut 2005 Sauternes 

    (2 bottles) RP 94

Chateau Beau-Sejour Becot 1995 Grand Cru 

    (1 bottle)

Chateau Pagodes de Cos 2000 (5 bottles)

Sponsored by: Ann and Tim Sullivan

Lot #327 

Chez Panisse’s House Wine from Kermit Lynch

Includes: 3 bottles (750ml)

Domaine Tempier Bandols ‘Les Tourtine’ 2003   

     Provence RP 92

Donated by: Friend of the Muscarelle

Lot #328 

Two Great California Wines!!

Includes: 4 bottles, 2 each (750ml)

Grgich Hills Cabernet Sauvignon 1982 Napa WS 93

Louis Martini Cabernet Sauvignon  1970 Napa

Donated by: Friend of the Muscarelle

Lot #329 

Magnificent French Wine Magnums

Includes: 2 bottles (1500ml)

Chateau Canon 2008 Grand Cru RP 90

Chateau de St. Cosme Cote Rotie 2010 RP 92

Donated by: The Collier Family

Lot #330 

If Two Pichons Not Enough Add Six More !!

Includes: 6 bottles (750ml)

Chateau Pichon Longueville Reserve de la   

     Comtesse 2000

Sponsored by: Kaufman & Canoles

Lot #331 

Wonderful French Afternoon White Wines

Includes: 5 bottles (750ml)

CJ Guiraudon Graves 2014

Huet Le Mont Vouvray Sec 1996 RP 92

I Frati Lugana 2014

Le Mesnil NV Champagne NV

Pink Bug Juice Filtrato Dolce NV

Donated by: Friend of the Muscarelle

Silent Auction Lots
IMAGE COURTESY: SKIP ROWLAND
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Lot #332 

More of Alice Waters Favorite Wine in Magnums

Includes: 2 bottles (1500ml)

Domaine Tempier Bandol La Tourtine 2006 RP 92

Domaine Tempier Bandol La Tourtine 2007 RP 92

Donated by: Friend of the Muscarelle

Lot #333 

If You Could Have Only One White Wine This 

Would Be The One!!

Includes: 1 bottle (750ml)

Domaine Michel Caillot Batard Montrachet 

     1997 RP 96

Donated by: Babs and Mike Bowers

Lot #334 The Fabled “COS” Second Growth 

Legend

Includes: 2 bottles (750ml)

Chateau Cos d’Estournel 1993

Donated by: Friend of the Muscarelle

Lot #335 A Wine for the Ages

Includes: 2 bottles (750ml)

Chateau Montrose 1994

Donated by: Friend of the Muscarelle

Lot #336 Continuum by Tim Mondavi What Else 

Can You Say!!

Includes: 1 bottle (750ml)

Continuum Proprietary Red 2005, Oakville RP 96

Donated by: Babs and Mike Bowers

Lot #337 

Rothschilds and Mondavi Incredible

Includes: 1 bottle (750ml)

Opus One 1997 VN 95

Donated by: Friend of the Muscarelle

Lot #338 

Historic Second Growth Wine From Margaux

Includes: 2 bottles (750ml)

Chateau Brane Cantenac 1990 Margaux WS 90

Donated by: Friend of the Muscarelle

Lot #339 

Hearty Red Wines and Great Values

Includes: 3 bottles (750ml)

Bernard Faurie Hermitage 1998 Rhone

Chateau Pech Redon Cabernet Sauvignon La       

     Clape 1998 Languedoc-Roussillon

Ciacci Rosso ‘Fabius’ 2005 Tuscany

Donated by: The Collier Family

Lot #340 

Wonderful Northern & Southern Rhone Wines

Includes: 3 bottles, as noted (750ml)

Guigal Chateauneuf du Pape 1999, Rhone

Guigal Hermitage 1998, Rhone (2 bottles)

Donated by: Friend of the Muscarelle

Silent Auction Lots
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Lot #341 

Burgundies, Rhone and St. Emilion Bigggggg 

Reds!

Includes: 11 bottles, as noted (750ml)

Chateau Cadet Piola 1970 (9 bottles)

Domaine Grivelet Les Vignes du Chateau        

     Chambolle-Musigny 1971 (1 bottle)

Potinet-Ampeau Les Pezerolles Pommard 1970 

     (1 bottle)

Donated by: Friend of the Muscarelle

Lot #342 

Great Wine from a Top Producer…Guigal

Includes: 2 bottles (750ml)

Guigal Cote Rotie “Brune et Blonde” 1998 RP 91

Donated by: Friend of the Muscarelle

Lot #343 

Bring on the Lasagne!!

Includes: 6 bottles (750ml)

Le Coste Brunello di Montalcino 2009

Le Coste Brunello di Montalcino 2010

Le Coste Brunello di Montalcino 2011

Buio Carignano de Sulcis 2012

Sandro Fay “La Faya” 2012 

Castello di Bolgheri Superiore 2011 

Donated by: Adam Steely

Lot #344 

Bel-Air is Next Door to Ausone a Top 5 Wine in 

the World!

Includes: 6 bottles (750ml)

Chateau Bel-Air 1995 Medoc

Donated by: David Lennarz

Lot #345 

Dundee Hills “Grower First” Wines

Includes: 12 bottles, 6 each (750ml)

Argyle Nuthouse Pinot Noir 2013 WS 90

Argyle Nuthouse Chardonnay 2013 WS 91

Donated by: Argyle Winery

Lot #346 

Acclaimed Port in Large Format!

Includes: 1 bottle (1500ml)

Broadbent Auction Reserve Port WS 90

Donated by: Spencer and Bartholomew      

     Broadbent, Broadbent Selections, Inc.

Lot #347 

Year Worth of After Dinner Dow Port Pleasure

Includes: 4 bottles (750ml)

Dow Port 1991 WS 90

Donated by: Kathy and Jerry Kantor

Silent Auction Lots
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Lot #348 

Cathy Corison Proves Again that Women are 

Fabulous Winemakers

Includes: 1 bottle (1500ml)

Corison Winery Napa Valley Cabernet Sauvignon   

      2013 WS 92

Donated by: David H. Witkowsky

Lot #349 

Kermit Lynch Loves Quintarelli Wines

Includes: 2 bottles (750ml)

Quintarelli Secco Ca del Merlo Veneto 2015 RP 91

Quintarelli Secco Ca del Merlo Veneto IGT 

     2008 RP 92

Donated by: Shelly and Nick Miller

Lot #350 

Wonderful Oregon Pinot Noir

Includes: 1 bottle (3000ml)

Ken Wright Shea Vineyards Pinot Noir 2014

Donated by: Julia and Gray Bowditch

Lot #351 

Family and/or Children Location Wall Portrait 

by Andrew Carney 

A $1,000.00 certificate (one certificate per 

family) which entitles you to an outdoor location 

portrait session and a small wall portrait of your 

family and/or children, or it may be used as a 

credit towards a portrait package. A small wall 

portrait (10x10) is displayed at the fundraiser. 

This certificate may only be used by the person 

who purchases it.

Donated by: Andrew Carney Photography

Lot #352 

Victory Weekend in Yorktown 

Includes two nights lodging for two at Hornsby 

House Bed and Breakfast, bicycle rental from 

Patriot Tours & Provisions, picnic lunch from the 

Carrot Tree, and dinner for two at the Vintner’s 

Cellar. 

Donated by: Julia and Gray Bowditch

Lot #353 

Framed Photograph by Brashear Photography

Donated by: David Brashear

Silent Auction Lots
IMAGEs COURTESY: SKIP ROWLAND
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Lot #354 

Teeth Whitening

I like my coffee black and my teeth white! In 

just one quick in-office visit, you can whiten 

your teeth 2-4 shades. Must call to make an 

office appointment. Valid at either our Norge or 

Williamsburg location only. Expires March 1, 2018.

Donated by: Morrison Dental Group

Lot #355 

Garth Newell Music Center Package

Enjoy a romantic one-night stay for two in the 

1920’s Manor House of the Garth Newel Music 

Center where culinary experiences are paired with 

inspiring performances. During the day you’ll be 

surrounded in nature’s splendor as you stroll the 

breathtaking grounds of Garth Newel. Wander 

west to enjoy the warm mineral springs of Bath 

County. Return early and meet up with Manor 

guests to enjoy libations on the patio or toast 

the evening-to-be in front of the majestic stone 

replace. Then stroll over to the Concert Hall for an 

evening of beautiful music followed by a pairing of 

fine wines with epicurean excellence with resident 

chef, Josh Elliott! 

Whether you awaken to the birds the next morning 

or prefer to catch one more wink, you’ll be pleased 

to know that there is no check-out time in the 

Manor House . . . So, linger a little longer! 

Includes one night's lodging and one dinner and 

a show for two guests. 

(Excludes alcohol and gratuity.) Based on 

availability. Reservations required. 

Donated by: Garth Newel Music Center

Lot #356 

Marimar Estate Vineyards and Winery

Located in Sebastopol, CA., in the Russian River 

Valley region, Marimar Winery will host two guests 

for a VIP tour of the Don Miguel Vineyard followed 

by Tapas and a Wine Pairing Experience. Plus this 

package includes a copy of Marimar’s cookbook, 

The Catalan Country Kitchen. 

Donated by: Friend of the Muscarelle 

Lot #357 

Family and/or Children Studio Style Wall 

Portrait by Andrew Carney

A $1,000.00 certificate  (one per family)  which 

entitles you to a studio style portrait session 

of your family and/or children, and a 10x10 wall 

portrait, or it may be used as a credit towards 

a larger portrait or portrait collection. These 

portraits are created in your home between 

September and May. This certificate may only be 

used by the person who purchases it.

Donated by: Andrew Carney Photography 

Lot #358

France's Best Thirst Quencher

Includes: 1 bottle (1500ml)

Saint Drezery Puech-Haut Prestige Rose 2015

Donated by: Cindy and Sam McGann

Silent Auction Lots
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Lot # 201 

Aged Third Growth St. Esteph Jewels

Includes: 6 bottles, 3 each (750ml)

Calon Segur 1969

Calon Segur 1995 RP 94

Donated by: The Packard Family

Lot # 202 

Aged First Growth Well Worth the Chance

Includes: 1 bottle (750ml)

Chateau Lafite-Rothschild 1962 RP 93

Donated by: The Packard Family

Lot # 203 

Beautiful Bottles Beautiful Wines

Includes: 6 bottles, 3 each (750ml)

Fantesca Chardonnay Spring Mountain 

     2009 WS 95

Fantesca Cabernet Sauvignon Spring Mountain       

     2009 WS 94

Sponsored by: Jane and Richard Spurling

Lot # 204 

Why Not More Bubbles for all Occasions

Includes: 12 bottles, 6 each (750ml)

Perrier-Jouet Cuvee Speciale Grand Brut NV

Perrier-Jouet Grand Brut NV

Sponsored by: Millie West

Lot # 205 

One of Bowers’ Favorites 97+

Includes: 12 bottles (750ml)

Podere Poggio Scalette’II Carbonaione 2013 WS 97

Donated by: Babs and Mike Bowers

Lot # 206 

Ribera Del Duero Dynamite 5 Pack!

Includes: 5 bottles (750ml)

Astrales 2001 RP 92

Arrocal “Seleccion” 2011 RP 90

Garmon Continental 2014 RP 92

Vega Sicilia “Valbuena” 2011 RP 94

Vega Sicilia “Alion” RP 94

Donated by: Adam Steely

Lot # 207 

Powerhouse Down Under Wines

Includes: 12 bottles, as noted (750ml)

D’Arenberg Ironstone Pressings GSM 2002 

      (1 bottle) RP 92

Peter Lehmann Clancy’s Barossa 2007 

      (1 bottle) VN 90

Tait The Ball Buster Proprietary Red 2006 

      (1 bottle) RP 92

Greywacke Pinot Noir 2011 (3 bottles) RP 90+

Two Hands Angels Share Shiraz 2006 

      (1 bottle) WS 90

Craggy Range Pinot Noir 2008 (1 bottle) WS 93

Penfolds Thomas Hyland Shiraz 2006 

     (1 bottle) WS 93

M. Chapoutier Tournon Lady’s Lane Shiraz 

     2009 RP 95 (3 bottles)

Donated by: Babs and Mike Bowers
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Lot # 208 

Krochmal Cellar Gives Again, Again Again!

Includes: 6 bottles, as noted (1-1500ml & 6-750ml)

Beringer Knights Valley Cabernet Sauvignon 2010  

     (1500ml) RP 91+

Chappellet Cabernet Sauvignon 2006 WS 92

Evening Land Cabernet Sauvignon Seven Springs  

     Vineyard 2012 WS 93

S. Anderson Stags Leap District Cabernet                  

     Sauvignon 1999 WS 92

Sojourn Caps Crown Vineyard Cabernet Sauvignon      

     2014 WS 92

Three Sticks Cabernet Sauvignon 2009 WS 92

Donated by: Bonnie and Glenn Krochmal

Lot # 209 

Fabulous West Coast Pinot Noir

Includes: 3 bottles (750ml)

Aubert UV Vineyard Pinot Noir 2012 RP 95

Domaine Serene Grace Vineyard Pinot Noir 

     2012 RP 93

Kistler Sonoma Pinot Noir 2013 RP 94

Donated by: Betsy and Pete Schmelk

Lot # 210 

More Champagne and California Bubbly

Includes: 6 bottles (750ml)

Jean Pernet Reserve Grand Cru Brut NV

Jerome Coessens Largillier Millesime Brut 2009

Hermitage Roederer Brut 2000

Laherte Freres Les Vignes d’Autrefois Brut NV

Michel Gonet Grand Cru Brut 2002

Vincent Couche Chardonnay de Montgueux 

     Brut NV

Donated by: Babs and Mike Bowers

Lot # 211 

Brune Blonde from Rhone’s Best Producer

Includes: 4 bottles (750ml)

Guigal Cote Rotie "Brune et Blonde" 2000 RP 90

Sponsored by: David Crank

Lot # 212 

Special Wines from Italian Greats 

Includes: 2 bottles (750ml)

Bartolo Mascarello Barolo 1999

Ornellaia Bolgheri 2011

Sponsored by: Amy McCarthy and Twiddy Realty

Lot # 213 

Cardinale Vertical of Truly Classic Cabernet

Includes: 3 bottles (750ml)

Cardinale 2005 Napa RP 94

Cardinale 2006 Napa RP 94

Cardinale 2007 Napa RP 98

Donated by: Billy Granger

IMAGE COURTESY: SKIP ROWLAND
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Lot # 214 

Ranked Cru Classes for Red Wine Special Wine

Includes: 7 bottles (750ml)

Chateau Smith Haut Lafitte 1998 WA 92

Sponsored by: Ann and Tim Sullivan

Lot # 215 

Another Great Wine from Bill Harlan

Includes: 3 bottles in OWC (750ml)

BOND The Matriarch 2011 RP 90

Donated by: Cindy and Sam McGann

Lot # 216 

Wonderful Brunello Great Vintage

Includes: 12 bottles (750ml)

Donna Olga Le Cacce Brunello di Montalcino 

     2009 RP 93

Donated by: Nancy and Fred Konta

Lot # 217 

Rare World Class Aged Seavey Cabernet

Includes: 3 bottles (750ml)

Seavey Cabernet Sauvignon 1996 Napa WS 92

Sponsored by: Cliff Fleet

EQUAL HOUSING
L E N D E R

MEMBER
FDIC

Wine makes daily living easier,  
less hurried, with fewer tensions
and more tolerance.
-Benjamin Franklin

townebank.com

Sports_Wine_Run_for_the_Roses_6.5x3.5_4c_Ad.indd   2 3/16/17   12:01 PM
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Lot # 218 

Rare Chance to Enjoy Wonderful Margaux Wines

Includes: 5 bottles (750ml)

Chateau Palmer “Alter Ego de Palmer” 

     1999 Margaux

Chateau Prieure-Lichine 2005 Margaux

Donated by: Carl Bremmer

Chateau Palmer 2002 Margaux

Donated by: Herb White

Lot # 219 

Sommelier Selections for Best Bordeaux

Includes: 4 bottles (750ml)

Chateau Lynch-Bages 1993

Chateau Pontet-Canet 1997

Chateau Leoville-Las Cases 1992 (2 bottles)

Donated by: Betsy and Pete Schmelk

Lot # 220 

Rare Chance to Enjoy Best Old Napa Cabs

Includes: 3 bottles (750ml)

Chateau Montelena “The Montelena Estate” 

Cabernet Sauvignon 2001 Napa WS 91

Dunn Cabernet Sauvignon 1999 Howell Mountain       

     WS 93

Chateau St. Jean “Cinq Cepages” Cabernet 

Sauvignon 1996 Sonoma WS 91

Donated by: Betsy and Pete Schmelk

Lot #221 

Wonderful Aged Collector Wines

Includes: 9 bottles, as noted (750ml)

Heitz Cellar Cabernet Sauvignon 1977 

      (1 bottle) RP 90

Chateau Cote de Baleau Grand Cru 2000 

      (2 bottles) RP 90

Chateau Beychevelle 2011 (2 bottles) WS 91

Champagne Henriot Brut Souverain NV (2 bottles) 

Chateau Coutet Barsac 1er Cru 1989 

      (2 bottles) AG 91

Donated by: Virginia Wine Society

Lot #222 

The Finest Dessert Wine in the World

Includes: 1 bottle (750ml)

Chateau d’Yquem 1996 RP 95

Donated by: Bilyal Vehov
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Lot #223

Legendary Napa Wine

Includes: 6 bottles (750ml)

Stag’s Leap S.L.V. 2012 Napa WS 91

Donated by: Julia and Gray Bowditch

Lot #224 

Lovely West Coast Keepers

Includes: 5 bottles (750ml) 

O’Shaughnessy Cabernet Sauvignon Mount Veeder    

     2012 WA 93

Switchback Ridge Merlot Napa Valley 2012 WA 92

Lucia Pinot Noir Soberanes 2013 WA 93

Rhys Horseshoe Vineyard Chardonnay  

    2012 WA 93

Rhys Horseshoe Vineyard Syrah 2011 WA 91

Sponsored by: Betsy Hanlon

Lot #225 

W&M’s Own Nicole Abiouness’s Fantastic Pinot 

Noir

Includes: 12 bottles (750ml)

Abiouness Stanley Ranch Pinot Noir 2013 Carneros

Donated by: Nicole Abiouness

Lot #226

Scott Peterson’s ROX Pinot Noir

Includes: 12 bottles (750ml)

ROX Sonoma Coast Pinot Noir 2015

Donated by: Shirley and Hank Aceto

Lot# 227

A Magnum fit for a Pope!

Includes: 1 bottle (1500ml)

Domaine Grand Veneur Le Miocene 

     Chateauneuf-du-pape Rouge 2012

Donated by: Fran Kysela

Lot#228 South Africa Syrah

Includes: 1 bottle (1500ml)

Mullineux Granite Syrah 2014

Donated by: Fran Kysela

IMAGES COURTESY: SKIP ROWLAND
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Live Auction Lots

LIVE AUCTION OF COLLECTIBLE FINE WINES & LIFESTYLE LOTS
This index is designed to help you locate the live lots of a particular interest.

The lots are separated by type and lot number.

Wine and Lifestyle items are grouped as lots and fully described. Tasting notes and ratings are 
from either Burghound, The Wine Advocate, IWC, Vinous, Wine Spectator, or Wine Enthusiast, as 
noted. Other tasting notes not specified have been provided by the winery and/or winemaker. Lots 
are designated by number and the quantity and bottle size is beneath the lot number. Any special 
conditions or restrictions are noted in the catalog. Unless otherwise announced by the auctioneer 
at the time of sale, all bids are per lot as numbered in the printed catalog or addendum.

AUTOMOBILES  Lot 32

DINING, ARTS AND TRAVEL  Lots 4, 10, 12, 18, 22, 23, 25, 26, 28, 30, 31, 33,   
                         35, 37, 40, 41, 42, 46, 49 and 50

WINE LOTS

White Lot 1
Mixed (Red, White, Port or Dessert)  Lots 9, 15, 17, 43, 44 and 45
Red  Lots 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 13, 14, 16, 19, 20, 21, 24, 27, 29, 34, 36, 38, 39, 47             
and 48

BY REGION

FRENCH  Lots 1, 2, 5, 7, 8, 13, 15, 24, 34, 36, 39 and 47

ITALIAN Lots 16 and 27

CALIFORNIA  Lots 3, 6, 9, 11, 14, 17, 20, 29 and 48

VIRGINIA  Lots 38 and 45

WASHINGTON Lot 21

Every Winning Bidder can split any 
lot with a friend!
Just provide two paddle numbers at checkout

WS

WE

BH

RP
ST

VN
Wine Spectator

Wine Enthusiast

Allen Meadows'
Burghound.com

Rober Parker’s
The Wine Advocate

Stephen Tanzer's
International Wine Cellar

Antonio Galloni,
Vinous

WINE RATING INDEX
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AUCTIONEER

Mark is President & CEO of Motleys Asset Disposition 

Group, Sperry Van Ness/Motley’s and the Richmond 

Auto Auction of VA, Inc.  He is a veteran auctioneer 

with over 40 years of experience in the asset 

disposition and appraisal industry.  

Mark’s role as President and CEO involved strategic 

planning and the Company’s expansion into multiple 

states and has moved the Company direction from an 

auction business to an asset disposition conglomerate. 

Mark is a licensed auctioneer and realtor.  He is 

a recognized leader in the auction industry and 

has served on numerous boards, including the 

Commonwealth of VA Auctioneers Regulatory 

Board, VA Auctioneers Association (VAA), Rotary 

International, the Coastal Conservation Association 

and serves as President of the National Association of 

Public Automobile Auctions (NAPAA).  

Mark studied Art and Business Administration and Management at VCU and Accounting and Computer 

Programming at Randolph Macon College.  He is a graduate of the Certified Auctioneers Institute and 

Accredited Auctioneer of Real Estate at the University of Indiana.

Mark T. Motley, CAI, AARE

President & CEO

Motleys Asset Disposition Group

MARK MOTLEY

THANK YOU ABBITT REALTY FOR BEING OUR AUCTIONEER SPONSOR
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CONDITIONS OF PURCHASE

1. Williamsburg Winery (herein “seller”) reserves the right to 
refuse admission to or attendance at the Wine & Run for 
the Roses Wine Auction.

2. The auctioneer is the authorized agent for the seller and 
Va. Code § 8.2-328 governs.

3. These Conditions of Purchase, as amended by addendum 
or by oral announcements during the auction by an 
authorized agent of seller, constitute the entire terms 
and conditions of the transaction with respect to the 
sale and purchase of wines and other items listed herein. 
By bidding, the bidder agrees to be bound by these 
Conditions of Purchase.

4. Seller does not warrant or represent, expressly denies                   
responsibility for, and in no event shall be responsible or 
liable for, the accuracy of the description of the wines or 
items offered, or the correctness of the catalog, including 
but not limited to the origin, rarity, genuineness, quantity, 
aging potential, and present or future quality or condition. 
All statements by seller are merely statements of opinion 
and are not to be relied upon by prospective purchasers 
as warranties or representations of fact. Prospective 
bidders, by so bidding, acknowledge that they have 
inspected the wines and non-wine lots to their satisfaction 
and bid only as a result of their own inspection and 
opinion. All items are sold “as is.”

5. All bids are per lot as set forth in the catalog, unless 
otherwise announced by the auctioneer. Seller may divide 
or combine any lot or lots at its sole discretion.

6. A suggested minimum price for each lot has been 
established. Seller expressly reserves the right to bid on 
its own behalf up to and including the listed minimum bid.

7. Seller shall have the right to reject any bid, at any time 
prior to the fall of the hammer. Should a dispute arise 
between bidders, or should the auctioneer doubt the  
validity of any bid, the auctioneer shall have the absolute 
right to resolve the dispute, re-offer, re-sell, or withdraw 
the lot in question.

8. No bid shall be valid unless it is acknowledged by the 
auctioneer. At the fall of the hammer, the highest 
acknowledged bidder shall be deemed to have purchased 
the lot and thereupon assumes full risk and responsibility 
thereof. 

9. Responsibility for non-delivery shall be limited to refund 
of the purchase price.

10. Bids which are submitted to the seller in writing or 
otherwise left with the seller prior to the sale for 
execution by the seller are tendered for the convenience 
of the bidders, but the seller shall not be responsible for 
failing to execute such bids or for errors relating to the 
execution of such bids.

11. Purchaser will be required to pay all state and local retail 
sales tax applicable on the date of sale.

12. Payment: Bidders shall arrange financing prior to sale 
with cash, check, or credit card. Proof of identity will be 
required. Full payment, in U.S. dollars, must be made at 
the conclusion of the auction and prior to removal of the 
auction lots. Any sums not paid within seven days after 
the sale shall bear interest at the highest rate allowed 
by Virginia law. Seller retains all remedies available to it 
under Va. Code §8.2-703.

13. All lots involving lodging and airline transportation may 
involve time restrictions. The purchaser agrees to abide 
by these restrictions. Any changes made by the purchaser 
are at the purchaser’s risk.

14. All lots shall be removed from the premises following 
the close of the Auction. To encourage prompt pick-up, 
a service charge of $10 per lot, per month or portion 
thereof, will be charged, commencing May 12, 2017. Due to 
variable state regulations, shipments will only be made to 
reciprocal states. All costs for shipping will be charged to 
bidder.

15. Should any dispute related to the Conditions of 
Purchase arise, the prevailing party shall be entitled to 
its reasonable attorney’s fees and cost. This agreement 
shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with 
the laws of the Commonwealth of Virginia, and any legal 
action regarding it or its terms shall be brought in the 
General District or Circuit Courts for the Commonwealth 
of Virginia for the County of James City.

16. No representative or employee of seller shall have the 
right to waive or modify any of the terms and conditions 
set forth herein, except that the seller’s authorized 
representative may do so by general announcement 
during the Auction.

The Muscarelle Museum of Art encourages you to enjoy yourself. However, please drink in moderation, and please
do not drink and drive. If you have not arranged for a designated driver and you need assistance getting home,
taxis are available upon request and other alternative transportation can be arranged at the registration desk.

The Live Auction: All wine offered or sold in the Catalog is subject to the following conditions:
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LOT

1
IT’S TIME TO START WITH CHAMPAGNE!
INCLUDES:  3 bottles (750ml)

The committee has selected for auction three Champagnes from the most prestigious Champagne 

Houses in France.  Dom Perignon, named after the original cellar master, a Monk in a Benedictine 

Abbey, began in 1670.  Over the decades it has become the signature prestige cuvee.  One of the 

unquestioned rivals for the “Dom” is Cristal a beautiful blend of Chardonnay and Pinot Noir.  Cristal 

has become a favorite of European royalty and discriminating “Bubbly” lovers everywhere.  Perrier 

Jouet Champagne is styled as “Diamond-Cut” one sip and you’ll know why.  The floral and stylish 

champagne shows more than any other champagne house the floral stylish champagne that now has 

become a standard for other champagnes.

Dom Perignon 2006

Perrier Jouet Belle Epoque 2007

Roederer Cristal 2009

Donated by: Adam Steely

IMAGE COURTESY: WWW.ROYALWARRANT.ORG
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LOT

2
BEAUTIFUL BURGUNDY FROM BEST BURGUNDIANSI
INCLUDES: 9 bottles, as noted (750ml)

Live Auction Lots

Domaine Rosignol-Trapet Clos Prieur Gevrey-Chambertin 2008 (3 bottles) BH 93 
This wine domaine was created through the marriage of Jacques Rossignol of Volnay with Mado Trapet 
from a noted Gevrey-Chambertin family. Their sons Nicolas and David Rossignol have managed the 
domaine since 1990, moving subsequently to biodynamic farming. “Restrained but with lots of energy 
behind, Rossignol-Trapet's Gevrey-Chambertin Clos Prieur is potentially delicious and already a bundle 
of energy.”
Frédéric Magnien Charmes-Chambertin 2007 (2 bottles) BH 93
Maison Frederic Magnien is a negociant in Morey-St.-Denis, in Burgundy. Frederic Magnien grew up in 
the wine business working beside his father, Michel, of Michel Magnien. But in 1995 Frederic started 
making wines under his own name with fruit purchased from nearby vineyards. Robert M. Parker Jr. 
has noted that Frederic Magnien typifies the new style negociant ferreting out fruit from exceptional 
parcels…he insists on an active role in the vineyards and control of the harvest. “Here the nose offers 
a small step up in complexity, if not elegance, with a highly attractive mélange of earth, underbrush, 
smoke, game and ripe red berry fruit aromas that are in keeping with the full, delicious, sappy and 
beautifully textured flavors that culminate in an anise and mineral suffused finish.”
Louis Jabot Les Feusselottes Chambolle-Musigny 2010 (1 bottle) AG 92
Chambolle Musigny lies just north of Vougeot and South of Morey Saint Denis. There are 24 Premier 
Crus and 2 Grands Crus. Its reputation is due to the great quality of the wines. Les Feusselottes is 
situated just beneath the village of Chambolle. The soil is made of chalk and clay with a lot of hard 
stones. This wine is fermented in vats for three to four weeks and aged 15-18 months in oak barrels 
before bottling. “The 2010 Chambolle-Musigny Les Feusselottes sweeps across the palate with rich 
textured dark cherries, flowers, mint and graphite. The fleshy fruit is nicely supported by veins of 
minerality in this expansive generous wine. The darker side of Chambolle comes through in spades 
but there is also plenty of sensuality and grace. In short this is a marvelous wine endowed with terrific 
overall balance. Anticipated maturity: 2015-2025.”
Domaine d’Angerville  ‘Clos des Ducs’ 2005 (1 bottle) BH 96
Domaine d’Angerville  ‘Clos des Ducs’ 2006 (1 bottle) BH 93
Domaine d’Angerville  ‘Clos des Ducs’ 2008 (1 bottle) BH 94
Nothing demonstrates red Burgundy’s magic like great Volnay, with its enveloping aromatic complexity, 
silky texture and tremendous aging potential. And for a half century, the name “Jacques d’Angerville” 
was synonomous with the greatest Volnays.
Clos des Ducs, the great d’Angerville monopole, enjoys the highest elevation, on a steep, chalky slope. 
The “Duc” is a always a wine of grand cru intensity, with an intoxicatingly mineral perfume of rose 
petals, cherry and red currant.

Donated by: Clement Brown B
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LOT

3
LARGE FORMATS OF NAPA’S GREAT PETER MICHAEL & 
CAKEBREAD CABERNET 
INCLUDES: 2 bottles total, 1 each as noted (3000ml & 1500ml)

Cakebread Cabernet Sauvignon 2012 Napa (3000ml) RP 90

“A classic, the 2012 Cabernet Sauvignon offers plenty of crème de cassis and spring flower 

characteristics as well as beautiful density, sweet tannin and good underlying structure as well as 

definition. Aged 18 months in French oak, it is a beautiful example of Napa Cabernet Sauvignon that can 

be drunk young, but will be even better in three to four years. It should age effortlessly for 12-15 years.”

Peter Michael Cabernet Sauvignon “Au Paradis” 2012 Napa (1500ml) RP 95+

“Peter Michael’s newest offering comes from the Showket Vineyard in Oakville, which sits high on the 

hillsides of the Vaca Mountains in eastern Napa Valley. The vineyard is next to Dalla Valle, so this is a 

high-rent Cabernet district. The 2012 Cabernet Sauvignon Au Paradis is composed of 76% Cabernet 

Sauvignon and 24% Cabernet Franc. It exhibits lots of grilled meat, spice box, cedarwood, crème de 

cassis and vanilla characteristics, a full-bodied earthiness, stunning purity, and refined, silky tannins. It is 

a gorgeous 2012 red to drink over the next 25+ years.”

Donated by: Cakebread Cellars & Babs and Mike Bowers

IMAGE COURTESY: SKIP ROWLAND
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LOT

4
CHARLOTTESVILLE WEEKEND - HISTORY COMBINED WITH 
THE WINES THAT ENNOBLE THE COUNTRYSIDE OF 
JEFFERSON AND MONROE! 

Live Auction Lots

Enjoy two nights for two guests at the historic and highly regarded Farmington Country Club in 

Charlottesville, with its lovely grounds and mountain views. The pre-revolutionary  portion of the Club 

was enlarged around 1802 with a now-famous room designed by Thomas Jefferson for his good friend 

George Divers. Modern additions include the new bar and grill, as well as the enlarged Blue Ridge dining 

rooms. The rooms come with breakfast each morning and a gift certificate for $150 towards dinner at 

either of the excellent Farmington restaurants. Use of the Fitness Center is also included.

During the day, enjoy 

 • a tour of Monticello which will include the Dome Room; 

 • a tour of nearby Highland, the home of James Monroe and site of newly uncovered 

                    archaeological evidence of a more imposing structure; 

 • wine tastings at Jefferson Vineyards (in between the two historic sites) and Dave Matthews’  

       Blenheim Vineyards, a short distance from Highlands. 

If you choose to make your visit to Highlands between November and March, a private tour is available, 

and a discount at their lovely gift shop is yours regardless. Rooms at Farmington Country Club are 

subject to availability, and reservations are also required for the special tour at Monticello. The package 

can be amended to accommodate two couples for one night, with tickets for four on all tours and 

tastings.

Donated by: Stuart and Dan Dopp

IMAGE COURTESY: WWW.FARMINGTONCC.COM
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ESG International 
Professional and Technical Staffing 
“You Need Experts—Not Overhead” 

Supporting the Greater Williamsburg  
Community since 1983 

Williamsburg, New Orleans, Tampa, Reno 
 

Affiliated Companies 
 

BCP Engineers & Consultants 
• 

Production Support Services 
• 

Optimize I.T. 
• 

ESG Insurance & Financial Services 

IMAGES COURTESY: SKIP ROWLAND
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LOT

5

Live Auction Lots

STEEP SLOPE COTE ROTIE FROM ONE OF FRANCE’S TRULY 
GREAT WINEMAKERS PLUS RHONE BEAUTIES
INCLUDES: 5 bottles, as noted (1500ml)

Guigal Cote Rotie Brune et Blonde 2009 RP 94 (3 bottles)
“One of the reference point estates for top quality wines in the world today, the family run Guigal 
operation was created in 1946 by Etienne Guigal. Today, Etienne’s son, Marcel, and his son Philippe, 
are firmly in control here, and are without a doubt producing some of the most singular, sought after 
wines in the world. Possessing additional richness, the 2009 Cote Rotie Brune et Blonde boasts 
rocking cassis, scorched earth and chocolate to go with more classic cured meats, mineral and violet-
like nuances that emerge with time in the glass. Full-bodied, gorgeously pure, with a core of sweet 
fruit, it too, will totally thrill over the coming decade or more.”

Alain Jaume & Fils Domaine Grand Veneur Lirac Clos de Sixte 2015  RP 93 (1 bottle) 
 “The 2015 Lirac Clos de Sixte comes from an appellation that shares a similar terroir with 
Chateauneuf du Pape, yet is located just across the river, on the western side of the Rhone. It’s a 
serious, large scaled, voluptuous effort that has lots of ripe tannin, a bid mid-palate and copious 
amounts of blackberries, black cherries, scorched earth, licorice and roasted herbs. One of the bigger 
boned and concentrated reds in the lineup, it will have a decade of longevity.”  

Domaine de la Mordoree Lirac Cuvee de la Reine des Bois 2014 RP 93  (1 bottle) 
“The 2014 Lirac Cuvee de La Reine des Bois is an incredible effort that transcends the vintage and is 
easily the wine of the vintage from Lirac. Possessing fabulous purity and elegance, with medium to 
full-bodied richness, classic notes of crème de cassis, caramelized meats, violets and licorice, sweet 
tannin and a great finish, I doubt it will be the longest lived example of this cuvée, but man, hats off to 
the team for this killer wine in a difficult vintage!”

Donated by: Babs and Mike Bowers

IMAGES COURTESY: SKIP ROWLAND
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IMAGES COURTESY: SKIP ROWLAND

LOT

6
CALIFORNIA SUPER CULT WINES . . .
THE REVOLUTION IS HERE!!
INCLUDES: 12 bottles (750ml) PLUS 1 Magnum (1500ml)

Here’s a second chance to make a first impression. These wines are all produced by Napa’s top cult 

wineries and are only available to mailing list members.

Araujo Alta Gracia 2011 WA 91

BOND Matriarch 2007 WA 92

Bryant Family DB Four 2011 VN 93

Colgin IX Estate Syrah 2007 RP 95

Dalle Valle Cabernet 2011 RP 92

Dana Estate Cabernet 2012 RP 95

Donated by: Fran Kysela & Cindy and Jeff McWaters & Cindy and Sam McGann

Harlan The Maiden 2005 RP 93

Scarecrow M Etain Cabernet Sauvignon 2009 WS 94

Schrader Double Diamond Bomber X Cabernet 2011 CT 91

Shafer One Point Five 2012 WA 94

Sloan Asterisk 2005 CT 93

Sloan Asterisk 2006 CT 93

Paradigm Cabernet Sauvignon 2012 Napa CT 92 Magnum (1500ml)
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LOT

7
STELLAR FRENCH WINES FROM THE ATIYEH CELLAR 
INCLUDES: 12 bottles (750ml) 

Chateau Smith-Haut Lafitte 1996 RP 90

Chateau Rauzan Segla 1995 RP 94

Chateau Leoville Poyferre 2006 RP 92

Chateau Grand Puy Lacoste 2006 RP 92

Chateau Canon 2005 RP 93

Chateau Leoville Barton 1996 RP 92

Chateau Calon Segur 2000  S 93 

Chateau Clos Fourtet 2000 RP 93

Chateau La Gomerie 2003 RP 94

Chateau Langoa Barton 2005 RP 92+

Chateau Duhart-Milon Rothschild 2005  RP 93

Chateau La Providence 2007 WS 90

Donated by: Dr. Rony and Melissa Atiyeh

Growing up in a land where wine has been made for thousands of years has left its mark on Dr. Atiyeh’s 

love for this noble and heavenly juice. Whether it was the intriguing smell of the wine at Sunday church 

communion, or the tastings at special occasions growing up, his pursuit to understand and study wine 

only grew. Opportunities to taste great wines drove him to start collecting, not based on highly priced 

and trophy estates, but from wines that he considers true representations of their terroir. Below is 

a hand-picked case from Rony and Melissa Atiyeh’s cellar, truly amazing wines from Bordeaux that 

represent the essence of some of the greatest estates in the world. Enjoy!

IMAGES COURTESY: SKIP ROWLAND
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LOT

8
SENSATIONAL 45 YEAR-OLD BORDEAUX FIRST GROWTH 
WINE CHATEAU MOUTON-ROTHSCHILD
INCLUDES: 3 bottles (750ml)

IMAGES COURTESY: CHATEAU-MOUTON-ROTHSCHILD.COM

“Château Mouton Rothschild spans 222 acres of vines to the northwest of Bordeaux, on the edge of the 

Médoc peninsula, itself situated, as its name indicates, in medio aquae, amid the waters: those of the 

Gironde estuary to the east and of the Atlantic Ocean to the west.

As in every great winegrowing region, the vagaries of geology and microclimate produce wines of 

different styles and quality, some of which have to content themselves with generic appellations: Médoc, 

Haut-Médoc or Bordeaux. The elite are to be found within a handful of prestigious local appellations 

such as Margaux, Saint-Julien and Saint-Estèphe. One of the most famous is certainly Pauillac, where 

the Cabernet Sauvignon grape, first planted there in the early 19th century, reaches its finest expression. 

The 3,000 acres of the Pauillac appellation include three of the five “Premiers Crus Classés du Médoc 

et de Graves” (Médoc and Graves First Growths), Lafite, Latour and Mouton. That glorious trio is 

surrounded by 15 of the 60 Médoc estates to feature in the famous 1855 classification.

Chateau Mouton-Rothschild 1973

Donated by: Brandy and Grant Hagen
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LOT

9 
MAYACAMAS BEAUTIFUL WINERY 
BEAUTIFUL WINE

INCLUDES: 12 bottles, as noted (750ml)

“Mayacamas Vineyards is among the classic wineries that have made California wines among the world’s 

finest. The original stone winery is a Napa Classic. The Mayacamas wines remain extraordinary . . . they 

offer a freshness almost unparalleled in Napa, along with an intensity of tannin that can invigorate fans 

of the valley’s classic wines.”  The legendary winemaking style of Bob Travers continues onward—keeping 

alive the great tradition of age-worthy, classic mountain wines which remain a cornerstone of the 

winemaking philosophy at Mayacamas.

Donated by: Mari Ann and Charlie Banks

Mayacamus Cabernet Sauvignon 2000 (5 bottles) CT 90

Mayacamus Cabernet Sauvignon 2010 (1 bottle) VN 95

Mayacamus Chardonnay 2013 (4 bottles) VN 94

Mayacamus Chardonnay 2014 (2 bottles) VN 96

LEFT IMAGE COURTESY: MAYACAMUS VINEYARDS
RIGHT IMAGE COURTESY: SKIP ROWLAND
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LOT

10
ENJOY A ONE WEEK STAY FOR UP TO SIX GUESTS IN THE 
HEART OF TUSCANY

Villa Ventolino is situated in the small locale of 

Montauto, overlooking the enchanting medieval town 

of San Gimignano. The villa is a converted barn with the 

typical Tuscan brick work in the windows and stone tile 

courtyard.  Ventolino has three ensuite bedrooms, an 

extra half bath, a fully equipped kitchen with pizza oven, 

dining for eight, wine cantina, an extra room with two 

pull out cots, laundry room, and internet service. The 

property has a jacuzzi spa, garden, full bocci court, and 

parking area. Modern furnishings blend with traditional 

touches, creating a charming, modern space that 

perfectly blends with the villa’s ancient structure.  

The name Ventolino means a “small breeze,” which is 

required for healthy olive trees and vineyards.  The villa 

is surrounded by olive, fruit and cypress trees and has 

spectacular views of the Tuscan landscape from every 

corner of the property. 

The Italian experience lends itself to enjoying local 

cheese and charcuterie plates on the upstairs balcony, 

or evening dinners on the courtyard, with outdoor 

seating for eight.  Arrangements can be made for 

cooking classes or dining with local chefs using fresh 

vegetables and herbs from the villa garden (in season).  

Finish your days with a jacuzzi spa, while watching the 

lights of San Gimigano. Ventolino is centrally located 

between Florence and Siena, with access to each 

city within one hour, as well as many other beautiful 

medieval towns such as Greve, Barberino, Monteriggioni, 

and Castellina in Chianti. 

 

Tuscany is the heartland for Italian wine lovers and the 

Sangiovese grape, with varieties of  Barolo, Brunello 

di Montalcino, Chianti, and the Super-Tuscans. There 

are endless large and small wineries to be discovered 

and enjoyed, easily accessible in one day outings.   The 

local wine of San Gimignano is Vernaccia, a white wine 

grape found specifically in this local region, including 

the walkable vineyard of Castello di Montauto.  The 

impressive Antinori winery tour is a 25-minute drive.  

Castello di Verrazano, outside of Greve, is another 

amazing local tasting and lunch experience.  Numerous 

dining experiences can be recommended to suit any 

type palate. 

Plus an added bonus of a personalized guided tour 

by Elaine Ruffolo of Florence for six guests for a 

half day. Elaine has organized several of the tours for 

the Muscarelle Museum Board of Directors and lives in 

Florence.

IMAGES COURTESY: GAIL AND RON GILDEN
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LOGISTICS:  

Dates for this experience are negotiable with owners, and generally the black out weeks will occur during the 

months of April, May, and October. Dates need to be used by 2018.

Suggested activities nearby are wine tastings, hot air balloon rides, local walking paths, tour of Siena, Duomos, 

Uffizi, Boboli Gardens and local artisan fairs depending on season.

Favorite restaurants nearby are Cum Quibus, Fattoria Poggio Alloro, Ristorante San Martino 26 and Il Trovatore.

Tuscan wineries to visit:  More local are Antinori, Castello di Verrazzano and La Ripa  One day outings are Castello 

Banfi, Barone Ricasoli, Tenuta San Guido and Avignonesi.

There is a housekeeper who cleans once weekly.  More frequent visits or special services can be negotiated. 

Guests have use of the fully equipped kitchen.  This villa is not a rental property.  There is a laundry room in the 

home for self-laundering. Local chefs can be contracted to offer cooking classes or in-home dining.   

Closest airports are Pisa or Florence (Firenze) Airport.  If arriving by high speed train from another area of 

Italy, one would depart at the Santa Maria Novella Station in Florence.   There are local trains from Florence to 

Poggibonsi which is just 12 kms from San Gimignano. Driver services can be used to get from airport or train station 

to villa, or for day tours, etc.

Address of the Villa: Ventolino, Localita Montauto 44F53037, San Gimignano, Italy

90 days notice is preferred to schedule the trip. Please contact Christina Carroll, cmcarroll@wm.edu

Donated By: Gail and Ron Gilden

IMAGES COURTESY: GAIL AND RON GILDEN
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LOT

11
NAPA VALLEY’S GREATEST WINEMAKER 
BILL HARLAN 

INCLUDES: 2 bottles (3000ml)

THE NAPA VALLEY RESERVE

Situated on an 80-acre property in St. Helena, California, with close ties to luxury resort Meadowood 

(which H. William Harlan of Harlan Estate, Bond Estates & Promontory established in 1979), the Napa Val-

ley Reserve is a members-only winery and vineyard project described as “the nation’s first wine country 

club,” and as “the wine world’s most elite fantasy camp.” With a client base that includes actors, sports 

stars, and affluent professional workers, the establishment is an invitation-only club. Napa Valley Re-

serve wines may not be sold to nonmembers, but may 

be donated to charity events. So this wine is VERY hard 

to find, especially in a large format bottle. A wonderful 

addition to any cellar!

Napa Valley Reserve 2006 RP 96

Napa Valley Reserve 2010 RP 98+

Donated by: Mari Ann and Charlie Banks 

TOP IMAGE COURTESY: SKIP ROWLAND
LEFT IMAGE COURTESY: WWW.BGARCH.COM 
RIGHT IMAGE COURTESY: ACTIVERAIN.COM
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TOP & BOTTOM LEFT IMAGES COURTESY: WILLIAMSBURG WINERY

BOTTOM RIGHT IMAGE COURTESY: HGTV.COM

THE WILLIAMSBURG WINERY | Williamsburg, Virginia

Wessex Hundred, the 300-acre farm that is home to The Williamsburg Winery, Wedmore Place, Café Provencal and The 
Gabriel Archer Tavern, offers a one-of-a-kind wine and food experience in the heart of Colonial America.
 
The Williamsburg Winery, one of Virginia’s most acclaimed wineries, was established in 1985 by the Duffeler family.  
Wines produced here are appealing to wine enthusiasts as well as the occasional wine drinker.  Its wines have won 
numerous national and international awards including the prestigious Virginia Governor’s Cup, awarded to the state’s 
highest rated wine, for its flagship red blend, Adagio.  The 38+ acres of vineyards that surround the winery offer a 
beautiful backdrop to the old-world style building that houses the winery.  Tours of the facility and wine tastings are 
held daily.
 
The Gabriel Archer Tavern provides guests a memorable farm-to-fork dining experience that’s both delicious and 
nourishing.  Relax and reconnect while dining outside under the wisteria-covered terrace complete with breathtaking 
vineyard views.   Lunch is served daily as well as brunch on Sundays.
 
Café Provencal brings the flavors, sights and smells of Provence to your table.  Locally-sourced fish and vegetables 
ensure that your meal will be fresh and flavorful. Local wines are also featured, together with an extensive list of 
choices from around the world.  Dinner is served Tuesday through Sunday.
 
Wedmore Place is a European-style country hotel featuring 28 uniquely designed rooms and suites.  Each room is 
named and patterned after a different province of Europe and is decorated with antiques and paintings to reflect the 
culture and history of the region.  All rooms feature wood-burning fireplaces and king size beds.   

williamsburgwinery.com
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LOT

12
DINNER FOR SIX AT WILLIAMSBURG WINERY HOSTED BY 
THE DUFFELER FAMILY AT CAFÉ PROVENCAL

You and five of your friends or family will enjoy 

an incredible evening at Cafe Provencal. Set 

amongst the pastoral setting of 300 acres on the 

Williamsburg Winery farm, Chef Ian Robbins is 

attracting a large and loyal following of foodies 

seeking an escape from the ordinary in his dining 

room at Cafe Provencal. Located poolside in the 

sumptuous setting of Wedmore Place on Wessex 

Hundred, you and your guests are transported, 

through the medium of food and wine, to exquisite 

experiences of untold gastronomic pleasure. With 

the Duffelers as your host for the evening expect a 

truly memorable experience!

Donated by: The Duffeler Family

Tasting Menu
Urban Choice Mushrooms

Butterscotch | Turnip | Chevre | Smoked Carrot | Fennel Conserva

Poached Oyster
Monkfish Mousseline | Salsify, Salmon Roe | Mignonette

Parsley | Nasturtium 

  

Border Springs Lamb Tartare
Farm Egg | Olive Crumble | Sesame | Lime | Zataar Laavosh

Red Beet | Golden Beet

Beaver Creek Quail
Lavender | Honey | Strawberry | Brown Butter 

Arugula | Fiddlehead | Balsamic

Pistachio
Cherry| Lime | Chocolate

Sommeliers Wine Pairing
Included

W W W . C A F E - P R O V E N C A L . C O M

SAMPLE MENU

Live Auction Lots
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LOT

13
RATED GUIGAL’S GREATEST 2010 COTE ROTIE 
EFFORT PARKER 99 POINTS
INCLUDES: 12 bottles (750ml)

“The Cote Rotie Chateau d’Ampuis is named after the Chateau d’Ampuis estate (which lies in the town 

of Ampuis, right up along the Rhone River, and was purchased by the Guigals in 1995) and is a blend 

of their top estate vineyards. Coming from La Garde, Le Clos, Grande-Plantee, Pommiere, Pavillon, Le 

Moulin and La Viria, it spends close to four years in new French oak.”

Guigal Cote Rotie Chateau d’Ampuis 2010 RP 99

“The 2010 Cote Rotie Chateau d’Ampuis is an incredible effort that’s made from 93% Syrah and 7% 

Viognier. Coming from the estate’s top sites and aged 38 months in new oak, it has no problem standing 

beside the top three single-vineyard releases. Crème de cassis, vanilla bean, smoked meats and licorice 

all flow to a full-bodied, beautifully concentrated, structured Cote Rotie that needs another five to six 

years of bottle age, but will keep for two to three decades.” Drink 2019-2035.

Donated by: Babs and Mike Bowers

IMAGES COURTESY: SKIP ROWLAND
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LOT

14

WONDERFUL OLD RIDGE MONTE BELLO 
CALIFORNIA CABERNETS
INCLUDES: 6 bottles, as noted (750ml)

Monte Bello 1991 (1 bottle) WS 93
“Rich, with currant, mineral, spice, sage, leather and black cherry. Supple in texture, graceful in style 
and long, persistent and focused on the finish. Tannins are fine-grained. Magnificent Monte Bello that 
defines the complexity, weight, style, flavor and nuance of this vineyard in its best years.”

Monte Bello 1993 (2 bottles) WS 92
“Just what you hope for and usually get in a maturing Monte Bello. Layers of rich currant, anise, black 
cherry, lead pencil and pencil shavings, with touches of herb and sage. Smooth, elegant, deftly balanced, 
with lots of complex flavors that keep you coming back for more.”

Monte Bello 1998 (3 bottles) WS 90
“Elegant and spicy, mature and medium-bodied. Fading a bit, but still enjoyable, with dried currant and 
black cherry fruit joined by shades of anise and fresh earth. Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Petit Verdot 
and Cabernet Franc.”

Donated by: Dr. Michael Jacobson
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LOT

15
RED AND WHITE RENOWNED BURGUNDIES 
INCLUDES: 6 bottles, 3 each (750ml)

Domaine Chanson Chassagne Montrachet Les Chenevottes 2011 WE 93
“Delicate gold color. Floral fragrances mixed with aromas of exotic fruit and honey on a hint of 
minerality. Generous, complex and well-structured. Juicy and chewy. Long and intense aftertaste.  All to 
critical acclaim.” 

Domaine Raphet Clos de Vouget Vieilles Vignes Red 2007 Grand Cru BH 92
“Integrated oak highlights the beautifully complex red berry fruit aromas nuanced by almost pungent 
earth tones that also suffuse the rich, round and reasonably concentrated mid-palate, all wrapped in 
a sappy and mouth coating finish that offers sneaky persistence. As usual, this just has a bit more of 
everything except elegance.” 

Donated by: Anne and Stanley “Butch” Barr

IMAGES COURTESY: SKIP ROWLAND
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LOT

16
CLASSIC JEROBAUM OF BAROLO & AN 
IMPERIAL OF SHIRAZ
INCLUDES: 2 bottles (5000ml) 6.6 regular bottles, (6000ml) 8 regular bottles

“The Massolino family has deep roots in the Langhe. Great-grandfather Giovanni Massolino founded the 
winery in 1896 and was the first to bring electricity and a steam-operated machine for harvesting grain 
to Serralunga d’Alba. 

Massolino Barolo Vigna Rionda Riserva 2007 Piedmont, Italy (Jerobum) RP 97
“The 2007 Barolo Riserva Vigna Rionda is a gorgeous wine that presents a stunning perspective on the 
Nebbiolo grape. Its magic is on full display. Ethereal and elegant, the bouquet presents a never-ending 
succession of wild fruit, underbrush, cola, licorice, freshly chopped mint, dried ginger, balsam overtones 
and exotic spice. Think of the grape’s most elegant characteristics and you get them all here. In the 
mouth, the wine feels fleshy and generous with thick layers of fruit that are amply supported by the firm 
but fine tannins. Its aging future looks bright.”  Anticipated maturity: 2018-2038. 

Donated by: John Kapon, Acker Merrall & Condit

Thorn-Clarke Shotfire Ridge Shiraz 2010 (Imperial) RP 90
“Produced by David Thorn and Cheryl Clarke, the latest family members following six generations of 
vignerons and wine producers in the Barossa Valley, tracing their history back through 1870. Like a 
number of producers in South Australia, the quality here is extremely high. Outstanding, is the 2010 
Shiraz Shotfire. Dark ruby/purple, with notes of roasted coconut, graphite, damp earth, blackberry and 
cassis, this perfumed wine hits the palate with a thunderous richness from the glycerin and dense fruit. 
Quite sexy, stunning, with some structured tannin in the finish, this wine should drink well for another 
five-seven years.”

Donated by: Fran Kysela, Kysela Pere et Fils 
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CALLING ALL PETER MICHAEL LOVERS 
INCLUDES: 12 bottles, 3 each (750ml)

In 1982, after a six-year search, Sir Peter Michael and Lady Michael purchased 630 acres of volcanic 
ridges on the western face of Mount St. Helena in Knights Valley. Drawing inspiration from the great 
wineries of Burgundy and Bordeaux, the family hired like-minded viticulturists and winemakers to help 
them create terroir-driven wines that would stand the test of time. 
Robert Parker says “There’s nothing that this winery does, that is not admirable. Consider that they 
work with Chardonnay, Pinot Noir, Sauvignon Blanc and Semillon as well as Cabernet Sauvignon and 
Cabernet Franc. They produce world-class wines from all of these varietals, and they do it from Knight’s 
Valley and the Sonoma Coast. Of course, they have had some fabulous winemakers pass through, 
including the likes of Helen Turley and Mark Aubert, Luc Morlet and now his brother, Nicolas Morlet. 
Nevertheless, much of the credit has to go to Sir Peter Michael, the owner, who gives these people carte 
blanche, and expects their very best. This 121-acre estate with 114 producing acres of vineyard, all located 
in Knight’s Valley, continues to be at the top of their game and I can’t recommend the wines highly 
enough.”

Peter Michael L’Apres Midi Sauvignon Blanc 2014 RP 93
Peter Michael Ma Belle Fille Chardonnay 2013 RP 98
Peter Michael Ma Danseuse Pinot Noir 2013 RP 96
Peter Michael Au Paradis Cabernet Sauvignon 2012 RP 95+

Donated by:  Babs and Mike Bowers

IMAGES COURTESY: SKIP ROWLAND
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FOUR TICKETS TO A YEAR OF MAGIC

If you live in Williamsburg, you needn’t travel to hear world class symphonic music. Thanks to The 
Williamsburg Symphony—our symphony! It is literally just down the street.

And the extraordinarily lucky winners of this lot will enjoy four top-shelf tickets to a full season of 
Williamsburg Symphony concerts—five concerts in all—plus four tickets to their joyful (and unrivaled) 
Christmas gala, the Holiday Pops! 

Plus you’ll savor, in every sense of the word, an exclusive, winners-only dinner at the Blue Talon with Janna 
Hymes, the Symphony’s esteemed and charismatic conductor, and Carolyn Keurajian, its engaging and tireless 
Executive Director, the women who together have lifted the Symphony to entirely new heights.

Internationally celebrated for its world-class programming and performances, the Williamsburg Symphony, 
under the inspired and inspirational leadership of maestro Hymes, is renowned for innovative programming 
choices, energetic style, and unique interpretations of classic pieces and, quite simply, for the exquisite quality 
of the music it creates, performance after performance. 

The Williamsburg Symphony is truly one of the reasons to be proud of our community. Its musicians are 
professionals trained in the top music programs in the country, including the Juilliard School and the New 
England Conservatory, who have undergone rigorous competitive auditions. Hymes, its conductor, is a 
Fulbright scholar who trained under Leonard Bernstein and Gunther Schuller. And the critics rave. 

As important, the Symphony’s heritage is rooted in Williamsburg. It is in our schools, churches, and libraries. 
In its streets and on its stages. And in its mission to educate, entertain, and inspire, it reflects the very 
essence of Williamsburg, a community that looks both backward and forward with pride, passion, and purpose.  

Now you and your family or friends can support Williamsburg’s other artistic exemplar, the Muscarelle 
Museum, and enjoy as your reward a full season of world-renowned guest artists and musicians rendering a 
keen balance of classic and innovative, newly commissioned works—in short, a full season of musical magic 
that will lift and transport you! 

So when this lot comes under hammer, be sure to raise your paddles high in appreciation and support of great 
art—both visual and musical!

Donated by: The Williamsburg Symphony Orchestra

IMAGE COURTESY: THE WILLIAMSBURG SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
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The Children’s Cultural Arts Experience, held on the campus of the College of
 William & Mary, is a week-long program sponsored by the Muscarelle Museum of Art and 
the Greater Williamsburg Woman’s Association (GWWA) that enhances middle school 
students’ understanding and appreciation of African American art and cultural heritage.

By raising your paddle at today’s auction, you will join together in entirely funding this 
unique, essential arts experience. Speci�cally, you will provide this enriching, essential 
experience to these children by underwriting their tuition, art supplies, craft materials, 
program meals, and faculty -- elements without which there would simply be no Cultural 
Arts Experience.

From its pool of applicants, the GWWA carefully selects 30 middle school students. Those 
chosen receive classes in painting, drawing, dance, poetry, literature and theatre -- classes 
that allow these children to discover and explore their individual creativity -- and, in the 
process, to build teamwork skills, communication skills, and self-esteem.
Utilizing local area artists as instructors, the program allows students to be mentored by 
accomplished community members as they grow and discover the world and themselves 
through the exploration of art. Last year's theme was "Doorways, Thresholds, and 
Passages" they explored connections between past and present through dance 
movements, created a piece to symbolize passing through the doorways of life and 
composed their own "spoken word"  

Through the Cultural Arts Experience, students and their parents are drawn into the 
Muscarelle’ s world class art collection and gallery spaces. Parents, who play a signi�cant 
role in the program, share with us that the experience fosters in their children a con�dence, 
curiosity, and creativity that carries well beyond the summer and into their school, social, 
and community lives.

In short, thanks to the GWWA, the Muscarelle Museum, and your �nancial support, young 
lives are uplifted through art and self-expression!

When the moment comes 

today, please raise your paddle 

high in support of this 

extraordinary program!

The program, in its �fth year, 

was conceived by the members 

of the GWWA, and found an 

enthusiastic partner in the 

Muscarelle.
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Raise Your Paddle for
The Cultural Arts Experience at The Muscarelle Museum of Art

Community Outreach Program for Underserved Children

In July 2016, the Muscarelle Museum of Art hosted its fourth annual Cultural Arts Experience (CAE) as part of its continued 
partnership with the Greater Williamsburg Women’s Association (GWWA). Each summer, CAE provides an opportunity for 
children to engage with African American cultural heritage through art, dance, and literature in fun and exciting ways. 

This past summer, 30 students from local middle schools explored the theme of Doorways, Thresholds, & Passages through 
a week of engaging in various art forms, such as sketching, painting, dancing, music and poetry. With art instructors, Steve 
Prince and his daughter, Imani Prince, students studied the work of important artists, John Biggers, Frida Kahlo, Betye 
Saar, and Kerry James Marshall. They then created a signature work to symbolize passing through the doorways of life. 
The finished piece was unveiled on the last day of the program and is currently on display at the Stryker municipal building. 
With dance instructor, Leah Glenn, students learned basic dance composition skills to create their own short dances inspired 
by visual art and literary work studied during the week. Students also explored how art can be used to make connections 
between past and present. With poetry instructors, Barbara and Charles Bell, students studied the spoken word in a variety 
of formats and the works of poets such as Paul Laurence Dunbar, Robert Frost, Nikki Giovanni and Maya Angelou. Students 
composed their own “spoken word” pieces. During the session, the students were empowered to study social issues and 
forms of cultural expression, culminating in a final performance, which allowed the students to showcase what they learned 
to members of the community. 

CAE would not be successful without the ongoing partnership with the Greater Williamsburg Women’s Association (GWWA). 
Adjunct curator, Dr. Danielle Moretti- Langholtz and Assistant Registrar, Sydney Stewart, W&M ‘16, coordinated the program 
on behalf of the Muscarelle Museum of Art. Sue Wilson and Charlene Smith organized the GWWA members and volunteers 
in contributing to the planning and running of the CAE. Riverside Doctor’s Hospital was a special partner in this effort and 
provided complimentary nutritious snacks and lunchboxes to each camper. Special thanks to all who donated to support 
CAE at the Wine & Run for the Roses Auction and helped to make last year’s CAE possible. All those associated with the CAE 
thank you and we look forward to hosting the event again this summer! 
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Rankings are based on data provided by investment firms. Factors include assets under 
management, experience, industry certifications and compliance record. Investment 
performance and financial advisor production are not explicit components.

Barron’s Top 100:The rankings are based on data provided by thousands of advisors and their teams. Factors included in the rankings were assets under management, revenue produced 
for the firm, regulatory record and client retention. Barron’s Top 30 Institutional Consultants: The teams in the ranking were evaluated on a range of criteria, including institutional investment 
assets overseen by the team, the revenue generated by those assets, the number of clients served by the team, and the number of team members and their regulatory records. Also considered 
were the advanced professional designations and accomplishments represented on the team.

Ranking algorithm based on industry experience, interviews, compliance records, assets 
under management, revenue and other criteria by SHOOK Research, LLC, which does not 
receive compensation from the advisors or their firms in exchange for placement on a 
ranking. Investment performance is not a criterion.

Joseph W. Montgomery, CFP®, AIF®

Managing Director – Investments
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Financial advisors

Joseph W. Montgomery, CFP®, AIF®, Managing Director – Investments
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Joseph W. Montgomery, CFP®, AIF®

Managing Director – Investments
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Joseph W. Montgomery, cFp®, aiF®

Managing Director – Investments
428 McLaws Circle 
Williamsburg, VA 23185
757-220-1782  •  888-465-8422
www.osg.wfadv.com
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LOT

19
EUROPEAN WINES AT THEIR BEST
INCLUDES: 8 bottles, 1 each except as noted (750ml)

Imagine you could buy the best red wines from France, Italy and Spain.  Your preference would be that 

they average at least 10 years in the bottle and have an average rating of 96 or better.  Further if they 

were included in Robert Parker’s greatest wine estates of the world, it would be a hat trick.  Of the 

17 national wine auctions reviewed this year by the wine committee, this collection of wine facts has 

not happened once!  This is a truly magical collection of wine: 100 rated Chateau Angelus the pride of 

Saint-Emilion; The unrivaled Guigal with one of his three renowned La La wines; Giacomo Conterno’s 

Monfortino, the finest Barolo ever; Peter Sisseck’s inaccessible “Pingus” the greatest wine of Spain; and 

then not one, but, two of Paolo De Marchi’s career best Cepparellos.  This is a collector’s dream and a 

trip thru Europe that identifies this as the best auction lot offered today.  Bid like you are serious about 

drinking the finest Europe has to offer!!

Angelus 2005 Saint-Emilion RP 100

Guigal“La Mouline” 2004 Cote Rotie RP 95 

Giacomo Conterno Barolo Riserva ‘Montfortino” 2002 Piedmont RP 98 

Isole Olena “Ceparello” 2003 Tuscany RP 94 

Isole Olena “Ceparello” 2004 Tuscany (2 bottles) RP 95

Dominio de Pingus 2008 Ribera del Duero RP 97

Collezione De Marchi Cabernet Sauvignon 2001 RP 92

Sponsored by: Drs. Hugh Bryan and Barbara Allison-Bryan 

Live Auction Lots
IMAGES COURTESY: SKIP ROWLAND
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20
GLORIOUS NAPA AGED WINES
INCLUDES: 6 bottles, as noted (750ml)

Seavey Cabernet Sauvignon 1997 Napa (4 bottles) RP 96

“A monumental, classic California Cabernet Sauvignon, it boasts an opaque plum/purple color as well 

as an extraordinary bouquet of jammy cassis, plums, toast, and licorice. With its humongous fruit and 

glycerin, full body, smoky blackberry and coffee flavors on the mid-palate, as well as a silky, moderately 

tannic finish that lasts for nearly a minute, this seamless effort is a modern day Cabernet elixir. A blend 

of 98% Cabernet Sauvignon and 2% Petit-Verdot, it should be at its best between 2004-2025.”

Harlan Estate 2004 Napa (1 bottle) RP 98

“2007 is one of the more precocious and accessible of the Harlan Estate wines to date. A great showing 

at this retrospective, this wine, which seems like a hypothetical blend of a Pauillac, St. Estephe and 

Graves, represents around 1,500 cases from 40 acres of beautifully manicured hillside vineyards 

overlooking Oakville. Still dense purple to the rim, with notes of creme de cassis, charcoal, blackberry 

and sweet toast, the wine is full-bodied and voluptuously textured with the tannins largely resolved. But 

the density and richness suggest this wine can go a long, long way, even though the window for drinking 

it seems open and inviting already. A world-class, first-growth wine if there ever was one from Napa, this 

is simply an exquisite Harlan Estate that has atypically reached mid-to late-adolescence at the age of 10. 

That is great given the fact that these are 30- to 40-year wines—possibly even half-century wines. Drink 

it over the next 30 years.” 

Harlan Estate 2006 Napa (1 bottle) RP 96

“Its dense ruby/purple color is followed by classic aromas of creme de cassis, melted licorice, smoked 

meats, burning embers, and graphite. It has thrown off some of the tannic clout it displayed last year, 

revealing great balance. A candidate for “wine of the vintage,” this dense, full-bodied effort has 25+ 

years of life ahead of it.” Anticipated maturity: 2012-2035. 

Donated by: Clement Brown
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ATTENTION WILLIAM & MARY ALUMNI 2013 HORSEPOWER 

“THE TRIBE” SYRAH IN BRANDED WOODEN CASE!
INCLUDES: 3 bottles (750ml)

LEFT IMAGE COURTESY: SEATTLENET.COM 
RIGHT IMAGE COURTESY: THEEXPLORATORYKITCHEN.WORDPRESS.COM

LOT

21

A Tribe-like Tradition: Tradition isn’t an abstract concept to Christopher Baron, founder of both Cayuse 

Vineyards and Horsepower Vineyards—he was born into it.

Baron Albert  is the oldest son of the centuries-old Champagne house.  His family has worked their land 

in the Marne Valley of France since 1677. As recently as 1957, horses still did all the vineyard cultivation.  

Horsepower represents a return to that time, to a simplicity of craftsmanship and purpose that has been 

largely lost in the modern translation. It’s a window to the Old World—right here in the new.

Horsepower Vineyards “The Tribe” Vineyard Syrah 2013 WA 96 

“Just ever so slightly richer and more textured than the Sur Echalas Vineyard, the 2013 Syrah—The 

Tribe Vineyard—is a blockbuster effort that is up there with the crème de la crème of the vintage. 

Concentrated, full-bodied, sexy and layered on the palate, it has to-die-for notes of black cherries, 

currants, olives, steak tartare and Hermitage-like scorched earth characteristics. Like the other 2013s 

here, it needs four to five years of cellaring and will have two decades of longevity.”

Donated by: Dr. Edward and Stephanie Oldfield, III
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22
BE ENTERTAINED, EDUCATED AND 
ENTHRALLED AT TASHA’S OWN

Be Entertained, Educated, and Enthralled!

Enjoy a unique daylong experience for six or eight at Williamsburg’s premier sustainable family farm!

Maureen Anderson of Tasha’s Own, entrepreneur, homesteading expert, and purveyor of Tasha’s 

Own Goats’ Milk soap will host an engaging, informative, and delicious daylong workshop instructing 

attendees in the basics of modern, sustainable rural life.

Walk the herbal pathways at Hearthside, her Toano farm, and learn about the medicinal uses and 

properties of each plant. Craft these botanicals, on the spot, into delectable teas and useful medicines 

and healing balms.

Spin wool from her rare breed flocks into rustic yarn while learning about natural dyes and the process 

of turning fiber into clothing.

Visit the apiaries and find out what it takes to start (or support) a hive of your own, then make candles 

with the beeswax extracted from these very hives. 

You can even try your hand at milking one of the farm’s Nubian dairy goats (optional!) and then enjoy 

transforming the milk into a wheel of artisan farmstead cheese as well as a batch of all-natural soap. 

The day begins at 9:00am with a delightful and 

homemade breakfast, ends at 4:00pm and features a 

delicious vegetarian arm to table lunch around 1:00pm.

What’s more, each of the participants will receive a 

package of Tasha’s Own Goats’ Milk Soap and take 

home all the creations of the day including candles, 

medicine, balms, and cheese.

Maureen is a homesteading celebrity in Virginia and 

beyond, and as she entertains you she will also give 

you a day you will long remember—not to mention 

skills and homemaking tips you will use just as long!

Donated by: Maureen Anderson, Tasha’s Own

IMAGES COURTESY: TASHA'S OWN
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“OH FOR A BOWL OF FAT CANARY, 
RICH PARLERMO, SPARKLING SHERRY…”

Dinner for Six at the Fat Canary with Wine Pairings

Located in the heart of Colonial Williamsburg’s 

Merchants Square, Fat Canary was recently named 

one of the Top 100 Best Restaurants in America by 

Open Table Diners.  Fat Canary has also received the 

AAA Four Diamond award every year since opening 

in 2003.  The Power Family owns Fat Canary and the 

adjacent Cheese Shop, opened in 1973.  They are big 

supporters of the Wine & Run for the Roses auction 

and are honored to be a part of the Williamsburg 

community for over 40 years.  Six guests will enjoy 

a Chef’s Tasting Menu, each course complemented 

by wines from their unique and expansive wine list.  

This is one dining experience that you won’t forget!    

www.fatcanarywilliamsburg.com

Donated by: The Power Family, 

          Thomas and Mary Ellen Power, Cathy    

          Power Pattisall, Thomas Power, Jr. 

          & Mary Ellen Power Rogers

IMAGES COURTESY: FAT CANARY
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BORDEAUX FIRST GROWTHS RARE AND READY NOW
INCLUDES: 2 bottles, 1 each (750ml)

Chateau Lafite Rothschild 1995 WA 96

“The 1995 Lafite-Rothschild (only one-third of the harvest made it into the final blend) is a blend of 75% 

Cabernet Sauvignon, 17% Merlot, and 8% Cabernet Franc. It exhibits a dark ruby purple color, and a 

sweet, powdered mineral, smoky, weedy cassis-scented nose. Beautiful sweetness of fruit is present in 

this medium-bodied, tightly-knit, but gloriously pure, well-delineated Lafite. The 1995 Lafite is beautifully 

made with outstanding credentials, in addition to remarkable promise.” Anticipated maturity: 2008-

2028.

Chateau Mouton-Rothschild 1995 RP 96

"Bottled in June, 1997, this profound Mouton is more accessible than the more muscular 1996. A blend 

of 72% Cabernet Sauvignon, 9% Cabernet Franc, and 19% Merlot, it reveals an opaque purple color, and 

reluctant aromas of cassis, truffles, coffee, licorice, and spice. In the mouth, the wine is "great stuff," 

with superb density, a full-bodied personality, rich mid-palate, and a layered, profound finish that lasts 

for 40+ seconds. There is outstanding purity and 

high tannin, but my instincts suggest this wine 

is lower in acidity and slightly fleshier than the 

brawnier, bigger 1996. Both are great efforts from 

Mouton-Rothschild. Anticipated maturity." 2004-

2030.

Donated by: Lisa and Reggie Akdogan

5425 Richmond Rd. (Rt. 60)  |  Williamsburg, VA 23188
carolina-furniture.com  • 757.565.3000
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VIRGINIA HOSPITALITY - VIRGINIA MUSEUM TOUR AND 
LUNCH FOR SIX AT AMUSE

In Richmond, your combined fine art and wine experience will begin with a private tour of the 

Terracotta Army: Legacy of the First Emperor of China at the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts.  Featuring 

approximately 120 individual objects, including terracotta figures of warriors, arms and armor, ritual 

bronze vessels, works in gold and silver, jade ornaments, precious jewelry, and ceramics, the Terracotta 

Army will present objects drawn from the collections of art museums and archaeological institutes in 

Shaanxi province, China.

Then enjoy lunch and wine in the award-winning AMUSE.  Chef Greg Haley creates his dishes using 

only the best of what’s in season, with a focus on local ingredients. And just like the works of art in the 

museum and on the walls of AMUSE, he introduces new masterpiece dishes and cocktails on a regular 

basis.  Available on a mutually agreed upon date from November 18, 2017 through February 28,  2018.

Donated by: Virginia Museum of Fine Arts & Pam and Fred Palmore

LEFT IMAGE COURTESY: BILYANA DIMITROVA PHOTOGRAPHY
RIGHT IMAGE COURTESY: VMFA.MUSEUM
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OBX GETAWAY FOR SIX AT 
THE SANDERLING RESORT & THE BLUE POINT
INCLUDES: 6 bottles (750ml) PLUS three night's stay for six plus dinner

The perfect destination . . . Duck . . . an island half a mile wide with the Currituck sound on one side and 
the Atlantic ocean on the other. You and your friends will be treated to great southern hospitality by 
your hosts, Cindy and Sam McGann of The Blue Point.

Your accommodations will be at the Sanderling Resort, the finest property on the OBX, and will be for 
three nights in one of the vacation homes with at least three bedrooms and three bathrooms. Enjoy all 
the amenities of the resort, including beachfront pools, spa, indoor lap pool, tennis courts and a fitness 
center. Plus a great beach bar, two restaurants and outdoor fire pits. Enjoy cocktails on your deck or take 
a stroll along the beach. You and your friends won’t have to worry about cooking dinner either because 
one evening you will be among a few select guests to experience a personalized menu at The Blue Point.  
Guests have been enjoying this destination restaurant for 25 years, featuring coastal cuisine, in the 
waterfront shops. Watch the sunset on the Currituck Sound from your adirondack chair while enjoying 
cocktails at the sound front bar or on the lawn before dinner.  The culinary team at The Blue Point in 
Duck will create a five-course tasting menu for six guests to enjoy with wines paired by our sommelier, 
Simon Kaufman. To ensure you have plenty to drink while enjoying your beach weekend, six bottles of 
wine will be included from the McGanns’ cellar.  So sit back and relax, all the details will be taken care 
of.  The menu will be planned with the winning bidder and a mixologist will create some craft cocktails to 
enjoy before dinner. Sixty days notice is preferred to plan your special evening on mutually agreed upon 
dates.  Excludes gratuity at the restaurant. 

Available from October 15, 2017, until May 1, 2018, and is based on availability.  

Donated by: The Sanderling Resort, The Blue Point, & Sam and Cindy McGann

IMAGE COURTESY: SANDERLING-RESORT.COM
BOTTOM IMAGE COURTESY: THE BLUE POINT
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ANOTHER OUTSTANDING ITALIAN WINE OFFERING FROM 
THE GILLMAN CELLAR
INCLUDES: 12 bottles, 2 each (750ml) 

From the Gillman cellar: two each of six 2010 Tuscan beauties . . . a great lot to split with 

a friend. 2010 is generally regarded as the greatest vintage ever from the Montalcino 

region and these wines carry an average rating from Robert Parker of 98.

Casanova di Neri Brunello di Montalcino Tenuta Nuova 2010 RP 100

Sassetti Livio Pertimali Brunello di Montalcino 2010 RP 100

Fontodi Flaccianello della Pieve 2010 RP 97+

Castello Romitorio Brunello di Montalcino Riserva 2010 RP 97

Renieri Brunello di Montalcino Riserva 2010 RP 100

Canalicchio di Sopra Brunello di Montalcino Riserva 2010 RP 99

Donated by: Cindy and Tom Gillman

IMAGE COURTESY: SKIP ROWLAND
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28
BENEFACTOR PACKAGE FOR TWO TO THE 
2018 HIGH MUSEUM ATLANTA WINE AUCTION
(PLEASE SEE ADDENDUM FOR DATES)

Recognized as the largest wine auction in the 

country for the Performing Arts, the High Museum 

really knows how to throw a party!! 2018 will mark 

their 26th anniversary year and we are sure it 

will be well worth a visit to Atlanta. Make some 

new friends, meet a whole lot of winemakers from 

around the country and sample fare from some of 

Atlanta’s finest chefs all while enjoying wonderful 

wines.

Lodging for two nights (Friday & Saturday) 
is included at The Four Seasons Atlanta with 
shuttle transportation to and from the events. 

Airfare is not included. Muscarelle Museum board 

member, Tom Gillman, and his wife Cindy attended 

in 2016 and they said it was an amazing weekend! 

This year Mal and Nancy Branch attended the 25th 

anniversary weekend in Atlanta and said it will 

be a weekend they will remember for a very long 

time. 

Donated by:

IMAGE COURTESY: HIGH MUSEUM ATLANTA

The Benefactor package includes:

•  Lodging for two nights (Friday & Saturday) is included at The Four Seasons 

• Two reservations to the Friday Fête, in the tents with Valet Parking 

    (Champagne Reception, Dinner & Dancing)

• Two reservations to the Vintners’ Reception & Live Auction with priority seating,          

     including a Winemaker at the table (11am to 5pm on Saturday)

• VIP Parking at the Auction

• Invitations to Special Museum events

Live Auction Lots
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ANOTHER SCHRADER FANTASTIC SIX IN OWC!!
INCLUDES: 6 bottles, as noted (750ml)

Grant and Brandy Hagen love collecting California cult wines and Schrader is one of their favorites. 
Schrader’s reputation as a cult wine is built on their wines made from famed grape grower Andy 
Beckstoffer’s vineyards, most notably the legendary Beckstoffer To Kalon Vineyard in Oakville, which 
grows some of the best Cabernet Sauvignon in the world. 

Winemaker Thomas Rivers Brown brings his “no holds barred” approach to winemaking which has set 
the standard for American Cabernet Sauvignon production. Schrader Cellars has earned a combined 
total of 18 perfect 100 point scores from The Wine Advocate and Wine Spectator, a truly peerless 
accomplishment in winemaking. 

Revered critic Robert Parker has honored Schrader as the only producer in the world to receive 100 
point scores across three consecutive vintages of the same wine, not once, but twice, with both the 
Schrader CCS and Old Sparky Cabernet Sauvignons. These wines are available to mailing list members 
only by allocation with 6,000 to 8,000 people currently on the wait list.

Schrader Cellars CCS Cabernet Sauvignon 2013 (1 bottle) RP 98

Schrader Cellars LPV Cabernet Sauvignon 2013 (2 bottles) RP 99

Schrader Cellars RBS Cabernet Sauvignon 2013 (3 bottles) RP 96

Donated by: Brandy and Grant Hagen

LEFT IMAGE COURTESY: SKIP ROWLAND 
RIGHT IMAGE COURTESY: WWW.WINEBID.COM  
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CALLING ALL SCOTCH LOVERS – 
TASTING AND DINNER FOR 14 BY CHEF DAVID EVERETT

Enjoy one-of-a-kind experience as the guests of Tom and Cindy Gillman at their incredible York River 
house. Renowned Chef David Everett of the Blue Talon, The Trellis and Dog Street Pub, will prepare a 
custom meal complementing the expansive scotch cabinet and wine cellar of the Gillmans. Your evening 
may include beverages outside on the verandah with a view of the river or a personal tour of the 
cellar, plus learn about scotch and wine pairings from your hosts. Priceless experience! This evening is 
available on a mutually agreed upon date until May 1, 2018. Includes round trip transportation from one 
greater Williamsburg location for all 14 guests.

Donated by: David Everett & Cindy and Tom Gillman

TOP IMAGE COURTESY: THETRELLIS.COM 
MIDDLE & BOTTOM IMAGES COURTESY: TOM & CINDY GILLMAN

Single Malt Scotch Whisky Dinner    |   Hosted by Tom and Cindy Gillman 
Menu by Chef David Everett

 PRELUDE
Assorted Charcuterie & Cheeses  |  Old & Rare Single Malt Whiskies

presented with questionable tales of heroes and villains

MAIN EVENT
Tartare of Hand Cut Yellow Fin Tuna with 

Pickled Smoked Ginger & Fine Cut Spring Onions
2014 Mayacamas Vineyards Chardonnay, Napa Valley, CA

Buttery Tomato Soup with Grilled Italian Sausage, 
Amontillado Sherryand Pan Fried Bread

2015 Chateau Sainte Marguerite Symphony Rose, Provence, France

Warm Pork Belly Salad over Brussel Sprout Slaw, Green Apples,
Virginia Blue Cheese and Toasted Walnuts

2005 Col Solare Red Blend, Columbia Valley, Washington

Scotch Glazed Fillet of Salmon in an Herb Broth
with Black Trumpet Mushrooms

2007 Robert Stemmler Nugent Vineyards Pinot Noir, 
Russian River Valley, CA

Sous Vide Tenderloin of Venison over Celeri Root Risotto,
Grill Roasted Cippolini Onions & Natural Jus

2004 Clarendon Hills Piggott Range Syrah, McLaren Vale, Australia

Souffléed Chocolate Bread Pudding with Hazelnut Sauce
Hand pressed coffee, Frangelico

LAST YEARS MENU
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LOT

31 FIVE NIGHT EZULWINI AFRICAN SAFARI FOR TWO GUESTS

Have you dreamed of an African adventure and the chance to be close to some of the most majestic animals 
on the planet? You can have this experience of a lifetime with this exceptional safari package from Ezulwini 
Game Lodges in Kruger National Park, South Africa.  Called the “land of paradise” by the Zulu, Ezulwini 
is home to the Big Five — the buffalo, elephant, leopard, lion, and rhino.   Being so close to these majestic 
animals will be both exhilarating and terrifying.  

The package includes five nights and six days for two people and your stay will be divided between two 
Ezulwini Game Lodges.  You will spend three nights at the River Lodge where you can watch the fabulous  
passing animal and bird show from your deck or the huge, tree-shaded wooden viewing area that juts out 
over the riverbank.  You will have a two-day stay at Billy’s Lodge which overlooks the plains and has its 
resident pride of lions. An early morning and late afternoon game drive with certified and experienced game 
rangers and trackers will be the highlights of each day and offer you extraordinary photo opportunities.  You 
will find the lovely thatched-roofed guest bungalows are attractively African-themed and very comfortable. 
All meals are included and feature traditional South African cuisine, teas and coffee.

Now, get ready for the experience of a lifetime!!  PRICELESS!

 • Additional nights, accompanying guests and upgrades are available.
 • This package is non-transferable, non-refundable. 
 • Expires 15 months from the date of the event. 
 • There are no blackout dates, but it is subject to availability. 
 • There is a $1200 high season surcharge from December 15 to January 10.  
 • Airfare and Transfers are not included.

Donated by: The Ezulwini Lodges and the Saad Family

IMAGES COURTESY: THE EZULWINI LODGES 
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IMAGES COURTESY: THE EZULWINI LODGES 
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LOT

32
The Concept Style Coupe set the auto show circuit abuzz with its dramatic design and brought this 
international sensation to life with nothing lost in translation, from its diamond-block grille to its 
frameless door glass, to its sweeping tail lamps.  Beneath the "power dome" hood of the CLA 250 
awaits a power plant for a new era.  A 208-hp turbo inline-4 turns less fuel into more torque with 3rd-
generation Direct Injection and rapid-multispark ignition.  Eco Start/Stop automatically stops the engine 
at red lights to save fuel.  It eagerly fires back to life the instant you're ready to go.  With Bluetooth 
wireless audio streaming and innovative, integrated accessories, the CLA can bring you virtually endless 
entertainment and countless ways to make getting anywhere easier.  And with 450 watts of available 
Harman/Kardon LOGIC & surround sound, you won't miss a beat.

Taxes, tags and registration fees due upon completion of the lease agreement.  Winning bidder may also 
elect to upgrade this lease to a different vehicle.  Photo may not be representative of the exact vehicle.
Opening Bid $12,500  

Donated by: The Tysinger Automotive Family

RIDE IN STYLE: LUXURY IN A SPORTS COUPE!
2017 MERCEDES CLA 250C THREE YEAR LEASE
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ACKER MERRALL AUCTION AND 
NYC CULTURAL ARTS 
EXPERIENCE FOR TWO

LOT

33

Your weekend includes admission to the following 
galleries or museums:

The Neue Galerie New York is a museum of early 20th 
century German and Austrian art and design located at 86th 
Street and Fifth Avenue.
 
Cooper–Hewitt, Smithsonian Design Museum is a design 
museum located in the Upper East Side’s Museum Mile in 
Manhattan.

Enjoy two tickets to an all-day auction hosted by Acker 

Merrill & Condit at Zuma Restaurant at 261 Madison Avenue. Enjoy extraordinary wines and food all day 
long while enjoying the finest auction house in the world at work.

Winning bidder can attend any Acker Merrall auction in New York or Hong Kong.
Current upcoming AMC auction dates 
(subject to change — more Fall dates available too)
Wednesday, May 17, 2017
Wednesday, June 21, 2017
Sixty days notice is preferred to plan this weekend. 
May not be available on holiday weekends as lodging is based on availability

Donated by: The Muscarelle Museum of Art Foundation & Acker Merrall & Condit Company

Enjoy two-night's lodging at the William & Mary Club located at the Princeton 

Club in New York at 15 West 43rd Street.  The property features 52 Guest 

Rooms in Midtown Manhattan, with formal and informal dining and bar, plus 

a business center, library, fitness center, squash courts and private meeting 

space.  Perfect location to explore the city!

TOP IMAGE COURTESY: WILLIAM & MARY CLUB
MIDDLE IMAGE COURTESY: W-DOG.NE

Two-night's lodging at the W&M Club 

Entrance for two to the Neue Gallery 

Entrance for two to the Cooper Hewitt Gallery

Two tickets to an Acker Merrill & Condit Auction

Live Auction Lots
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LOT

34
CLASSIC BORDEAUX
INCLUDES: 8 bottles, as noted (750ml)

IMAGE COURTESY: SKIP ROWLAND

What with its myriad vintages, vineyards, and producers, digging deep into wine can feel pretty over-
whelming, even intimidating, to an amateur, experienced or inexperienced. But, in wine, as in any area 
of interest, there are insider secrets that can help you be confident in your knowledge and in your 
choices (not to mention being able to dazzle your friends!). On the subject of vintages, for example, 
consider “The Rule of Fives and Tens,” which, rather miraculously, applies over the last 30 years to both 
Burgundy and Bordeaux. It goes like this: If you want a superior vintage from either region, choose any 
one ending in five or zero from 1985 through 2015. That’s right, the wines of 1985, 1990, 1995, 2000, 
2005, 2010, and 2015 were, rather remarkably, excellent to outstanding in both regions. (OK, OK . . . 
2000 in Burgundy was merely above average, but go with us here!)
 
More important for our immediate purposes, each of the wines available here is living proof in a bottle. 
Collectively, these five wines total 479+ points from Robert Parker, a dizzying average of 95.9 points per 
wine on a 100-point scale (quod erat demonstratum! ). Not only that, but they are among the very, very 
finest wines grown in each of four communes — Pauillac, St. Emilion, St. Estephe, and St. Julien. So you 
get variety and greatness not just in vintage, but in vinification, terroir, and style. 
 
So our advice is simple — buy them! They will delight (and in two or three cases astonish) you. Just 
remember that because wine was put in the bottle to be shared, it’s imperative that you open each 
of them with friends. (And if we haven’t met yet, please stop by our table!)

Chateau Pichon Longueville Comtesse de Lalande 1995 (2 bottles)

Chateau La Mondotte 2000 (1 bottle)

Chateau Calon Segur 1995 (3 bottles)

Chateau Ducru-Beaucaillou 1995 (1 bottle)

Chateau Leoville Las Cases 2005 (1 bottle)

Sponsored by: Edward Robinson
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PA D D L E   R A I S E
MARTHA WREN BRIGGS  |  VISUAL ARTS CENTER

Call to Action
The Muscarelle Museum of Art has become an indispensable asset to the university, and it is literally bursting at the 

seams with energy and vitality! To continue on our path to excellence, a physical expansion is necessary. New space 

and enhanced facilities will allow the Museum to better connect with students, faculty, the broader Williamsburg 

community, and enable the Museum to continue to serve as one of the most important portals to our campus for the 

public at-large. Continued support for an engaging intern program, hands-on experiences, interdisciplinary seminar 

courses, and student-exclusive events will lead to a progressive and prosperous future for the Museum. For more 

information, please contact the Annual Giving Office at 757.221.2703 or visit our website: muscarelle.org/support
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Enjoy an incredible evening at the historic White Hall Plantation at the Party Barn on the Ware River, 

specifically designed by the owners, Mari Ann and Charles Banks, for entertaining. 

The afternoon begins at 4:00pm with a reception featuring wine and Southern craft cocktails while 

enjoying the view of the River. Expect to sample some bites prepared by Guest Chefs Tom Power of the 

Fat Canary and Sam McGann of The Blue Point.  There will be live music and perhaps a special surprise 

guest. Another chef will join Tom and Sam.

Dinner gets started at 5:30pm paired with some special wines. Come ready to mingle, relax and enjoy 

yourself. Raise your paddle high so you don’t miss out on the fun! This promises to be a Southern throw 

down that you will be talking about for months.

Donated by:  Mari Ann and Charles Banks, Tom Power, Jr., & Sam McGann

LOT

35

SUNDAY SUPPER AT WHITE HALL PLANTATION ON THE 
RIVER FOR 30 GUESTS
YOU DON’T WANT TO MISS THIS PARTY ON SUNDAY, 
OCTOBER 15, 2017!

IMAGES COURTESY: CHRISTINE ATHERTON 
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Bidding will start at 

$500 Per Guest. If we have 

more than 15 interested 

couples then we will raise 

the bidding until we have 

just 30 guests. If you wish 

to secure your seat raise 

your paddle and on the 

other hand how many seats 

you would like. 

The original land grant for White Hall on the Ware River in Gloucester County was given by King William 

& Queen Mary to Francis Willis in 1690.  Several prominent families have lived at White Hall, including 

the Byrd Family.  

Over the centuries the property has been depleted, and the Banks now have over 100 acres that are 

reached by a long, curving drive lined with mature cedars.  They have lived at White Hall for the last 

30 years, adding wings in the early 90’s to the main structure.  The Party Barn was built in 2007 

as a Virginia version of the Napa Valley Reserve hospitality room, and has hosted many wonderful 

celebrations and charity events.  Their home and barn sit on the Ware River, and the southeastern 

exposure affords both beautiful sun and moon rises.

IMAGES COURTESY: RON KNOBLES
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LOT

36

“Château Haut-Brion is a French wine, rated a Premier Cru Classé (First Growth), produced in Pessac just 
outside the city of Bordeaux. It differs from the other wines on the list in its geographic location in the 
north of the wine-growing region of Graves. Of the five first growths, it is the only wine with the Pessac-
Léognan appellation and is in some sense the ancestor of a classification that remains the benchmark 
to this day.”

Chateau Haut-Brion 1962 RP 90

Chateau Haut-Brion 1969 

Chateau Haut-Brion 1970 RP 91

Donated by: Anne and Stanley “Butch” Barr

ONE OF THE GREAT WINES OF THE WORLD HAUT-BRION
INCLUDES: 3 bottles, 1 each (750ml)

IMAGES COURTESY: SKIP ROWLAND 

The horses will soon leave the gate, but 
the wine can't; complimentary table 
wine is for your in-tent enjoyment only. 
If it does leave, the ABC will relieve 
us of our license, and our auction, 
without a license, will be about as 
useful as a horse without a jockey.
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LOT

37
FIREFLY FARMS AUCTION PACKAGE: THE BIG CHEESE!
FireFly Farms Creamery and Market ' Market Table' Lunch with Wine & Cheese Pairings
Tour of goat farm  |  Two-hour cheesemaking and operations tour |  Savage River Lodge
Dinner for Two and One Night Stay |  Mountain State Brewery Lunch 

Two-Day Experience
Spend two wonderful days in the Garrett County, Maryland, countryside arranged by FireFly Farms 
Creamery and Market—makers of nationally and internationally award-winning premium cheeses, each 
featuring the distinct regional flavors of Mountain Maryland’s Allegheny Plateau. 

You’ll begin your first day at FireFly Farms, delighting in a specially curated seasonal wine and cheese 
tasting experience. You’ll be seated at the Market Table and served a series of delectable treats to 
accompany your cheese and wine pairings, while discussing cheese, food, and travel with the 
proprietors.  (This is a full meal — so come hungry!) 

Next, FireFly Farms staff will drive guests to visit one of their seven Collective Good goat farms for an 
afternoon of “hands on” experiences.

You’ll delight in a dinner for two and spend the night at the charming Savage River Lodge. Nestled 
within more than 700 acres of Western Maryland’s Savage River State Forest, Savage River Lodge is a 
peaceful retreat from a busy world — offering privacy, serenity, unparalleled relaxation, a myriad of 
opportunities for fun, and exceptional hospitality.

The restaurant at the Savage River Lodge is a popular destination for overnight as well as local guests, 
serving New American Classics “dressed-up comfort food”— all in a casual setting. Recommended by 
the likes of Condé Nast Johansens, Wine Spectator, Southern Living, The Washington Post, and Fodor’s 
travel guides—the restaurant offers excellent food and an award-winning wine list. Meals are freshly 
prepared, delectably seasoned, and often cooked in the restaurant’s wood-fired brick oven.  
 

The next morning, you’ll return to FireFly Farms to learn about the cheesemaking process from start to 
finish with a two-hour cheesemaking and operations tour. You’ll end your weekend enjoying a lunch of 
pizza and local beer at Mountain State Brewing — a locally owned and operated restaurant and 
micro-brewery.
What an experience!

Donated by: FireFly Farms 
Creamery and Market

IMAGE COURTESY: PRWEB.COM 
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LOT

38
VIRGINIA IS FOR “WINE” LOVERS  
INCLUDES:  12 bottles, 6 each (750ml) PLUS

Tour and tasting for 4 Guests (Expires 4/20/2018)

RdV is an internationally acclaimed winery located in Delaplane, Virginia, that has received numerous 
accolades for its Bordeaux style blends—Lost Mountain and Rendezvous. Their motto is “Neither 
Bordeaux nor Napa, but uniquely our own.”

RdV  Lost Mountain 2012 
46% Cabernet Sauvignon, 40% Cabernet Franc, 14% Merlot.
Brooding and masculine on the nose, the 2012 Lost Mountain embodies depth, complexity and richness. 
A cloak of velvety Cabernet tannins support an abundance of black fruits and minerality concentrated in 
a dense mid-palate. Generosity and energy define this noble wine that has a tremendous aging
potential.

RdV  Rendezvous 2012 
57% Merlot, 22% Cabernet Sauvignon, 12% Cabernet Franc, 9% Petit Verdot
The 2012 Rendevous showcases the refinement and finesse characteristic of the vintage. With aromas 
suggestive of forest fruits, ‘pastisserie’ and hints of earthiness, the wine is supple and round and framed 
by sweet tannins that provoke a vibrant, harmonious finish. Immensely enjoyable now, it will continue to 
please for years to come.

Donated by: Rutger de Vink

IMAGE COURTESY: NEUMANN LEWIS BUCHANAN ARCHITECTS 
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LOT

39
MASSIVE DOUBLE MAGNUM LA MISSION HAUT 
BRION PARTY WINE
INCLUDES: 1 bottle (3000ml)

La Mission Haut Brion 1999 RP 91

“The medium to full-bodied 1999 La Mission Haut Brion is beautifully complex, with notes of cherry 
liqueur, plums, cigar smoke, fresh tobacco, and scorched earth.  This deep, elegant, yet precise wine is 
cut from the same mold as the 1962, 1971, 1983, and 1985. Though not a heavyweight, it is gorgeously 
complex, supple, and both hedonistic and intellectual.” Anticipated maturity: 2003-2020.

Donated by: Scott Cleckley

Licensed in Virginia
EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

www.abbitt.com
Visit our local Williamsburg office at 1312 Jamestown Rd. 

Prrdly supppting the  ts and Williamsbbg ccmunity fp    70 ye s.

Licensed in Virginia
EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

www.abbitt.com
Visit our local Williamsburg office at 1312 Jamestown Rd. 

Prrdly supppting the  ts and the Williamsbbg ccmunity!
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LOT

40
PARTY FOR 30 AT TRADITION BREWING COMPANY

Looking for the perfect graduation or birthday gift for your graduate or family member? Or perhaps 
you want to reward your staff for all their hard work. Look no further. Hosted by Tradition Brewing 
Company and Smoke BBQ, 30 guests will have a private experience at the brewery with a BBQ and Beer 
Party. What a great way to celebrate with friends and family! 
Thirty days notice is preferred to plan the afternoon or evening based on availability. Not available on 
Saturdays or holidays.

Donated by: Julia and Gray Bowditch, Tradition Brewing Company & Smoke BBQ 
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LOT

41

The oldest official residence for a college president in the United States, William & Mary’s President’s 
House has served as the home of all but one of the College’s presidents. Only Robert Saunders, 
president in 1846-48, continued to occupy his house on Palace Green during his tenure.

The public rooms on the first floor are furnished with English and American antiques—all gifts to the 
College over the past several decades-as well as Colonial American portraits from the collection of the 
College’s Muscarelle Museum of Art.

Eight guests will have the special opportunity to dine with the President of the College of William & 
Mary, Taylor Reveley and his wife, Helen, at the President’s house on the beautiful college campus. Enjoy 
an evening of fine food and conversation. Date and time to be agreed upon with donor. Contact Cindy 
Brauer at 757-221-7892 or cabra1@wm.edu. Must be used by May 4, 2018.

Donated by:  Helen and Taylor Reveley

DINNER AT THE PRESIDENT’S HOUSE FOR EIGHT

LEFT IMAGE COURTESY: SKIP ROWLAND 
RIGHT IMAGE COURTESY: WILLIAM & MARY
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LOT

42

Next April (exact date TBD), at The Williamsburg Winery, Wine & Run for the Roses legendary Williamsburg wine 

collector, Frank Parrish, will host another spectacular blind tasting competition featuring some of the world’s finest 

wines—as well as some riveting ringers—in this annual attempt to “stump the chumps”—and, more important, to 

officially “stump the drunks”—and more important, to officially stamp the “Best Palate in Williamsburg.” 

As always, the tasting will be a friendly, but intense competition among ten wine lovers, each trying to prove he or 

she has the most discerning taste buds in town! Featured at the tasting will be premier Bordeaux, Burgundy and 

California cult wines, and a host of Mystery Wines from who knows where—ten wines in all. 

Our 10 competitors, who will be served each wine blind, will be given a simple form on which they will be asked to 

identify each wine (the form will ask for the country of origin, region and/or district of origin, grape variety, type of 

wine, vintage, etc.).

Now here’s the best part! The prize bottle for this year’s winner will be true legend of wine worth at least $1,000! 

Come join us for an exhilarating, elevating, and instructive evening, an evening where some egos soar while others 

sink! If you love wine—and think you know wine—it’s not to be missed!

(2015’s winner, Dr. Rony Atiyeh, is here with us today. Please stop by his table to congratulate him and urge him on 

to even greater heights this year!)

Sponsored by: Eliza and Frank Parrish, Babs and Mike Bowers & The Williamsburg Winery

BLIND WINE TASTING FOR 10

The Bidding

We’re looking for 10 very lucky winning 

bidders here, so limber up your paddle 

arm and get ready to raise high the 

roof beams! (Or in this case, the tent 

seams.) The minimum starting bid for 

each of the 10 available seats is $500. 

If you wish to secure your seat at the 

tasting, simply raise your paddle. If we 

have more than ten interested bidders, 

then we will raise the bidding until we 

have just ten, all for a great cause!
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LOT

43
Under the thrall of his muse, the inimitable Eliza, Frank Parrish has assembled, what is, unquestionably, 
Williamsburg’s most intriguing and eclectic cellar. The three selections offered here provide a small, rare 
glimpse of the treasures that lie therein. 

Glory: The Rare Wine Company’s Thomas Jefferson Special Reserve Madeira is so rare and so 
historic—and so deeply rooted in Jeffersonian and American history—that it would be an insult to apply 
a numerical score. Suffice it to say it will be sublime on any occasion you choose, with almost any 
accompaniment (although Parrish would opt for pecan pie or a Montecristo #2—or both!). With scents 
that seem to come straight out of an antique shop (leather, polished mahogany) and your grandmother’s 
pantry (roasted nuts, orange rind, lime peel, and clove) and a palate reminiscent of dates, plum pudding, 
caramel, and kumquat, this dizzying wine, blended according to our Founding Father’s precise 18th 
century specifications, is a wine to celebrate today with your loved ones or to stock in the cellar for 
years to come! 

Guts:  Robert Parker’s Wine Advocate, in bestowing a near-perfect 98 points, notes that, “The 

2009 Chateauneuf du Pape Cuvee Laurence is incredible stuff. Deep, rich and layered, with copious 
notions of smoked meats, licorice, ground pepper, spice and saddle leather, it hits the palate with full-
bodied richness, terrific fruit intensity and a rich, mouth-coating texture. Hard to resist now, it should 
nevertheless have two decades of longevity.” Some would argue this is understatement. 

Sheer Perfection: In giving it 100 points, Robert Parker stated this about the 1997 Quinta do Noval 

Port: “The 1997 vintage port is the greatest Quinta do Noval I have ever tasted. The wine of the vintage, 
this black/purple-colored port boasts fabulous aromatics (espresso, blackberries, licorice, tar, and 
flowers), followed by massive concentration, full body, and levels of depth and richness. Gorgeously 
sweet, stunningly concentrated and full-bodied, this profound vintage port should be legendary. Quinta 
do Noval’s production normally approaches 4,000 cases, but in 1997, only 1200 cases were produced, so 
it will be extremely limited in availability. Anticipated maturity: 2005-2035.” In sum, this is the equivalent 
of vinous gold. 
And, together, these nectars are hedonism sealed in a bottle.  

Donated by: Eliza and Frank Parrish

GLORY, GUTS AND SHEER PERFECTION
INCLUDES: 3 bottles, 1 each (750ml)
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LOT

44
GREAT FORTIFIED WINES
INCLUDES: 12 bottles, as noted (750ml) PLUS 1 Magnum (1500ml)

“Vintage Port is the most expensive and prestigious member of the Port family. Though accounting for 
just a fraction of total Port production, Vintage Port is the Douro’s flagship style, attracting attention 
and speculation the world over. A Vintage is ‘declared’ in only the best years, when both the quality and 
quantity of the available fruit align. It may take up to two years after harvest for a vintage declaration to 
be made, and even when one Port shipper judges the conditions sufficient for Vintage Port, other 
shippers may not necessarily agree. This scenario is highly unusual, though, and has only occurred a 
handful of times in history. Vintage Port is made from the best grapes in the Douro, typically from the 
Cima Corgo subregion. The grapes are left to achieve full ripeness before they are picked, vinified and 
then fortified with high proof grape spirit. Vintage Port spends a short time aging in barrel—only two to 
three years—and is bottled unfiltered when it is still very dense and full of sediment. This is why Vintage 
Port’s minimum bottle-aging period is considered to be 15 years, and it is often said that no other wine 
requires as much time in bottle to balance itself. The finest examples are capable of vitality well after 50 
years.”

D’Oliveira is one of the greatest of the classic Madeira shippers, and one of the few to survive from the 
pre-phylloxera era. Founded in 1850, and an amalgamation of firms dating back to 1820, it is 
today housed in cellars that date from 1619. This small jewel of a company has always be owned by the 
D’Oliviera family, who were once highly important growers in the parish of São Martinho.  No other 
company on the island can boast such a wealth of great old Madeiras. These include five monumental 
Verdelhos from the family’s own São Martinho vineyards, vintaged in 1850, 1890, 1900, 1905 and 1912. 
There are no finer examples of mature Verdelho in existence today.

Fonseca Vintage Port 1983 (2 bottles)

Fonseca Vintage Port 1985 (3 bottles) RP 93

Graham Vintage Port 2007 (1 bottle) RP 97

Graham Vintage Port 1997 (1 bottle) RP 93

Smith Woodhouse Vintage Port 2007 (2 bottles) RP 91

Smith Woodhouse Vintage Port 1995 (2 bottles) WS 92

D’Oliveira Verdelho Madeira (Family Reserve) 1905  (1 bottle) RP 94

Romariz Vintage Port 2003 (1 bottle - 1500ml) 

Donated by: Barbara C. and Robert S. Roberson
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BOTTLES OF VIRGINIA’S OWN WINE FOR VIRGINIA WINE 
LOVERS
INCLUDES: 24 bottles, as noted (750ml)

LOT

45

Calling all Virginia Wine Lover’s . . . this is the perfect lot! Enjoy one bottle of each of the wines featured 
during our Virginia reception today plus a couple of extras from Barboursville Vineyards and 
Williamsburg Winery. 

Invite your friends over and have a Virginia wine tasting or simply enjoy at your leisure.

Barboursville Vineyards (4 bottles)

Bluestone Vineyard (2 bottle)

Chatham Vineyards (2 bottles)

Ingleside Winery (2 bottles)

King Family Vineyards (2 bottles)

Michael Shaps Winery (2 bottles)

Pearmund Cellars (2 bottles)

Thibaut-Jannison (2 bottles)

Veritas Winery (2 bottles)

Williamsburg Winery (4 bottles)

Donated by: 
Barboursville Vineyards 
Blue Stone Vineyard 
Chatham Vineyard’s 
Ingleside Winery 
King Family Vineyards 
Michael Shaps Winery
Pearmund Cellars 
Thibaut-Jannison 
Veritas Winery
The Williamsburg Winery

The horses will soon leave the gate, but 
the wine can't; complimentary table 
wine is for your in-tent enjoyment only. 
If it does leave, the ABC will relieve 
us of our license, and our auction, 
without a license, will be about as 
useful as a horse without a jockey.
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LA TIENDA DINNER FOR SIX WITH WINES FROM 
CLEMENT BROWN’S CELLAR

LOT

46

Celebrate Spain at the La Tienda Tapas Bar and Market where Executive Chef Ika Zaken will prepare a 
five-course dinner in the ‘Spanish’ style. Wines carefully selected by Clement M. Brown, III from his wine 
cellar will be matched with the dishes. Thirty day's notice is preferred to plan the dinner. Why not get 
two other couples to split the lot with you and make it a special evening to remember. A good time will 
be had by all!

Donated by: Tim Harris, La Tienda & Clement M. Brown, III

L A  TIENDA

IMAGE COURTESY: LA TIENDA 
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LOT

47
THE REAL SYRAH
INCLUDES: 12 bottles (750ml) 

Delas Freres makes outstanding Cote Rotie and Hermitage in the Northern Rhone.

Delas Freres Hermitage Domaine des Tourettes 2011 RP 95
“A sleek style, with ample depth to the plum coulis, cassis and blackberry paste flavors, all carried by 
lively spice notes and racy acidity that lets the finish stretch out, revealing a lingering loamy edge. 
Best from 2014 through 2022. 260 cases imported." 

Sponsored by: Second Street Floors

IMAGES COURTESY: SKIP ROWLAND
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LOT

48
GREAT CALIFORNIA VINTAGE WINES
INCLUDES: 6 bottles (750ml)

Chappellet Pritchard Hill Cabernet Sauvignon 2005, Napa (2 bottles) RP 96
“Another great 2005, this time from Chappellet, their 2005 Cabernet Sauvignon Pritchard Hill is a 
gorgeous blend of 76% Cabernet Sauvignon, 18% Petit Verdot (that’s a lot) and 6% Malbec. It tips the 
scales at 14.5% alcohol, which is lofty in a cool year such as 2005. Chappellet was way ahead of its time 
developing vineyards on Pritchard Hill, which is now one of the most expensive and desirable addresses 
for Napa Valley viticulture. It is easy to see why. This wine has a dense black/purple color, a beautiful 
nose of spring flowers, crème de cassis and blackberry, full-bodied texture, and stunning purity, richness 
and length. This is classic and still very youthful and exuberant at age 10. Look for it to evolve for 
another 20-25 years.”

Peter Michael "Les Pavots” 2005, Knights Valley (1 bottle) RP 95
“The 2005 Les Pavots (3,600 cases of 63% Cabernet Sauvignon, 23% Cabernet Franc, 12% Merlot, and 
the rest Petit Verdot) is a sensational wine, with a style that suggests a hypothetical blend of a great St. 
Emilion and Pomerol. Chocolatey cassis notes intermixed with incense, licorice, and a hint of black olive 
are present in this wine. When it hits the palate, it comes across as very Pomerol-like, with lushness, full 
body, and opulence. The tannins are sweet, the pH high, and the wine gorgeously full, pure, dense, and 
long. It’s a terrific example of non-interventionalist winemaking that has turned out a beautiful, silky-
textured wine that should age effortlessly for 15+ years.”

Peter Michael "Les Pavots” 2007, Knights Valley (3 bottles) RP 97
“The 2007 Les Pavots, a Bordeaux varietal blend of 70% Cabernet Sauvignon, 17% Cabernet Franc, 
10% Merlot, and 3% Petit Verdot, is brilliant. Its 
opaque purple color is accompanied by gorgeously 
complex aromas of melted chocolate, espresso 
roast, blackberries, and cassis. Full-bodied with a 
superb texture, a subtle note of oak, and fabulous 
concentration, it is more reminiscent of a Right 
Bank Bordeaux than one expects with this much 
Cabernet Sauvignon in the blend. A thirty-year 
wine, its impeccable balance and the sweetness of 
its tannins make it accessible already.”

Donated by: Friend of the Muscarelle

IMAGES COURTESY: SKIP ROWLAND
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LOT

49
GET AWAY AND DISCOVER WHAT YOU’VE BEEN MISSING
TWO NIGHT MID-WEEK STAY AT THE TIDES INN WITH GOLF FOR TWO

Idyllically located where the Chesapeake Bay Wine Trail meets the Virginia Oyster Trail, the Tides invites 
you to indulge in infinite activities, Tides-to-Table dining and unforgettable fun.

Enjoy a two night midweek stay in a deluxe waterfront room at The Tides Inn in Irvington, Virginia, plus a 
round of golf for two with carts.

Named the #7 Resort in the U.S. by Conde Nast Traveler Readers’ Choice Awards in 2017.
Valid for stays Monday through Thursday, based on availability. Certificate expires April 30, 2018.

Donated by: The Tides Inn

IMAGE COURTESY: PREFERREDHOTELS.COM
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LOT

50
WE SAVED THE BEST FOR LAST – 
CELEBRATE ART, WINE & FOOD

What an incredible way to entertain. Private two-hour Reception for 20 guests at the Muscarelle Museum 
of Art hosted by the Director. Hors d’oeuvres will be provided by one of Williamsburg’s top caterers, The 
Catering Company, and 12 bottles of Wine are included. Thirty day’s notice needed to plan this evening. 
Must be used by May 1, 2018, and is based on availability of space at the Museum. 

Donated by: The Muscarelle Museum of Art and The Catering Company

SUPPORT THE MUSCARELLE BY 
PURCHASING THE FLOWERS FROM TODAY'S 

EVENT FOR $15 PER ARRANGEMENT. 

DOES NOT INCLUDE THE VASES - 
THE FLOWERS LIFT OFF, SO TAKE THEM WITH 

YOU TO CHECK OUT
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SUNDAY |  MAY 7, 2017 | 1:00 PM - 5:00 PM

Join  us tomorrow! 
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$35 per adult  •  $15 per child 
Children 6 and under are free 
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Thank you very much for

your continued support of the

Muscarelle Museum of Art Foundation.

Mark your calendar for next year’s

8th Annual Wine & Run for the Roses

on Saturday, May 5, 2018

IMAGE COURTESY: SKIP ROWLAND
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muscarelle.org

Jean Dufy | Aux Courses (At the Races, Detail ), 1957-1958 |
Oil on canvas | Gift of Mrs. Rose A. Guy in honor of William and Mary President Thomas A. Graves, Jr.


